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EDITORIAL

Almost 10 years ago the European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research
was launched. Its aims and scope were directed at creating a European
platform for criminologists. More specifically the editors opted for an orientation on policy matters. Research reports, theoretical essays and deliberations on criminal justice policy were published on specific topics which
were of great interest for policymakers. It seems that this editorial policy
contributed to an emerging European criminological consciousness. This
specific issue is published on the occasion of the first conference of the
European Society of Criminology.
The issue aims to give a broad view on what could be called `European
criminology'. For a few subjects we have asked some specialists (also some
Americans) to inform us about the state-of-the-art: organised crime, juveniles, police co-operation and restorative justice. We have also made an
inventory of criminological `activity' in Europe (institutes, research programmes etcetera). Then we invited criminologists to give their opinion
on the relevance of a European criminology (and a society for that matter). As an introduction to this we invited Ineke Haen Marshall, who is an
expert on both the European and theAmerican criminal justice system, to
compare these and weigh up the importance of their differences for criminology.
Ineke Haen Marshall compares the United States to Europe and discusses the differences. Comparing Europe versus the US is in many ways
like comparing apples and oranges, yet we do it all the time. Such comparison builds on a long well-established tradition, emphasising American `exceptionalism'. She points to differences in the `criminological
enterprise' -a very `American' term by its explicit reference to the marketprinciple involved, and distinguishes the American way of `doing science',
'doingjustice', and `doing crime'. She concludes that internationalisation
of crime and crime control makes it inevitable that the future of the criminological enterprise will centre more and more around questions that transcend
national boundaries. The need for a transnational or global criminology is
no longer to be denied. Such worldwide criminology can only prosper
through the joint efforts of criminologists from all the continente and regions of the world.

"L$ European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 9: 231-233, 2001.
i
© 2001 Kluwer Academie Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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Monica den Boer stipulates that since the beginring of the 1990s, the
term `organised crime' has been high on the agenda of nearly all Member
States of the European Union. However, the common interest hides a considerable differentiation. The 15 Member States not only have diverse regulations with respect to the definition of criminal law and the eitent of the
punishability of organised crime, they also use different prosecution priorities, models of analysis and organisational structuren. Based on a European tour d'horizon, it may be concluded that little to no reforms within
national investigative and prosecution authorities may be directly traced
back to the regulatory impulsen of the EU. It can be stated that the increasing acknowledgement of the problem of organised crime, including the new
challenges that this poses to the collection of information and criminal
investigative methods, has contributed to reforms or reorganisations.
Ina relatively slow moving arena such as a juvenile justice system, seven
years might seem a short time for any `updating' of an article, as Malcolm
Klein does, yet a number of changes have in fact taken place and any comparison between Europe and the US might benefit from looking at both
stabilities and changes. Based on an earlier article in this journal he provides some comparisons between the European and the US situation. He
also discusses two facets of juvenile justice research that he believes deserve the reader's attention. These facets are the place of the juvenile justice
system in affecting crime rates, and the issue of including local communities as a variable in delinquency research.
Willy Bruggeman establishes that almost all the European countries are
member countries of Interpol, the World Customs Organisation and the
United Nations. Some of them are Benelux and Schengen countries, and
15 are EU Member States. With this in mind, Europe can be considered,
in policing terms, as being made up of a series of concentric and overlapping circles. The `map' shows overlapping institutional sources, territorial remits, functional specialisations and strategic emphasis. From the
perspective of the 1990s, European police co-operation is an opaque and
complex patchwork of institutions (official or otherwise), agreements and
structures, which aim to promote different forms of co-operation. The
author sketches the map, and goes into recent developments in European
police co-operation, judicial co-operation and concludes with the main
strategic and political developments.
Ivo Aertsen and Jolien Willemsens report on the European Forum for
Victim-Offender Mediation and Restorative Justice. One of the first activities of the Forum was to organise a European conference (Leuven 1999).
The general aim of the Forum is to help establish and develop victimoffender mediation and other restorative justice practices throughout Europe.
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Its activities now include promotion of international exchange of information and mutual help; promotion of the development of effective restorative justice policies, services and legislation; exploration and development
of the theoretical basis of restorative justice; stimulating research; and
assistance in the development of principles, ethics, training and good practice.
As a matter of fact, little is known about `European criminology'.
Adriënne Baars-Schuyt therefore focuses on the state of criminology in
the European countries. The article is based on various sources, including
previous research and a questionnaire, as well as an Internet search. Attention is paid to various forms of European co-operation projects, the research
and training facilities for criminology in the European countries, the national societies for criminology and the periodicals published in the field
of criminology. The state of European criminology is more difficult to distinguish, and more like a patchwork quilt, with national orientations and
language divisions. But on the whole one might say that there are possibilities for growth, both for communications (for which the Internet is a
valuable medium, if updated regularly) and for European co-operation.
Is There a Need for European Criminology? The Editors of the European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research have wished to stimulate
a debate on this subject. Is there such a thing and if so what does it look
like? This question is commented upon by a diversity of criminologists,
Rosemary Barberet, Josine Junger-Tas, Martin Killias, H-J. Schneider,
Alenka Sélih, Bas van Stokkom, Henrik Tham and Lode Walgrave. It seems
that there are many arguments to support a positive answer.
J C.J.B.
Themes in preparation:
Social Policy and Criminal Justice Policy
Suggestions and papers are welcomed. See the inside cover for the editorial address and additional information.

INEKE HAEN MARSHALL

THE CRIMINOLOGICAL ENTERPRISE IN EUROPE AND THE
UNITED STATES: A CONTEXTUAL EXPLORATION

"Each of us is in some ways like everybody else, in some ways like
somebody else, and in some ways like nobody else. What is true of
individuals is also true of countries and nations" (Belt 1991)

ABSTRACT. `European criminology' obviously means more than simply the collaborative efforts (on drugs, restorativejustice, youth gangs) between researchers and scholars
from Europe. In this essay, the author compares and contrasts American criminology with
criminology in Europe (as it exists in individual countries), without aiming for the essence of `European criminology'. She points to differences between the US and Europe
with regard to the `criminological enterprise' (such as history, scale, degree of institutionalisation, accessibility, diversity in theory and method, the critical and self-reflexive
stance, and focal research questions), and to the differences in `doing science', `doing
justice', and `doing crime'. American criminology is a powerful influence in Europe,
although there may be a tendency to overestimate the importance of American criminology, because of the dominance of publications in English. American criminology has made
many positive contributions to the field of the study of law, crime and social control, and
it continues to do so. However, if one defines the essence of American criminology as
being policy-oriented, methodologically-driven, and lacking theoretical lustre, diversity,
and critical edge, then the fear of `Americanisation' of European criminology is wellplaced. It is not the criminological enterprise of the US per se, but rather the notion of
`Americanisation' which is really at issue here.
KEY WORDS: comparative research, criminology, Europe-USA

INTRODUCTION

"A rose is a rose by any other name . . ." so reads one of Shakespeare's
most famous lines. A rose has a delicious fragrance, prickly thorns and
velvety leaves regardless of whether you hold it in Amsterdam, Rome,
Shanghai or New York. The same is not true of the thing called - by lack
of a better name - the "criminological enterprise"' as it exists in the dif-

'The term "criminological enterprise" was -to my knowledge - coined by the American criminologist Don Gibbons (1979). It is a very `American' term by its explicit reference to the market-principle involved. Since the study of crime, law and social control is
►^ European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 9: 235-257, 2001.
^1 © 2001 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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ferent regions of the world. There are as many criminologies as there are
nations in the world. National social factors permeate the practice of science deeply. The sociology and philosophy of science and the history of
ideas are replete with examples which demonstrate the social and contingent nature of knowledge (Smith 1975; Glick 1987; Goetzman 1992;
Goonatilake 1998). Science and technology practices vary, "depending
upon such factors as the country's history, funding sources, research and
developmental allocations, and coordinatory mechanism..." (Goonatilake
1998, p. 17). Criminology is no exception to this observation. There are
many criminologies, but among the most significant are those in Europe
and the US.
The purpose of this article is to (1) highlight how the criminological
enterprise in North America (in particular the US)2 differs from Europe;
(2) to interpret some of these differences in the light of unique American
socio-cultural national characteristics; and (3) to speculate about the degree to which these national differences will colour the criminological
enterprise of the future.
Why Europe versus The United States?
Does it make sense to attempt sweeping comparisons between one particularly large nation-state (the US) and an aggregate of individual nationstates (Europe)? Comparing Europe versus the US is in many ways like
comparing apples and oranges, yet we do it all the time. Such comparison builds on a long and well-established tradition, emphasising American "exceptionalism" (the phrase is De Tocqueville's). Almost since its
very foundation, it has been believed that America is unique, and that it in
crucial ways is different and distinct from other Western countries (Lipset
1991, p. 1). The US was created differently, and thus has to be understood
differently-essentially on its own terms and within its own context, or so
the belief goes (Shafter 1991). The assumption is that there are peculiarly

done by people from many different backgrounds and disciplines in different parts of the
world (only a small fraction refer to themselves as `criminologists'), I will use `criminological enterprise' and `criminology' as umbrella terms tor all individuals and institutions in lome way engaged in the study of law, crime, and social control.
ZThere is a clear problem in using `America' to refer exclusively to the United States.
The word designates "the entire landmass of the New World, which comprises North,
Central and South Americas as well as the Caribbean islands" (Ceasar 1997, p. 15). `North
America' includes both the United States and Canada. The Canadian criminological enterprise is distinct and different from that of the United States; it may be characterised as
less narrow and more open to foreign influences than the United States.
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American approaches to major social sectors - to government, to the
economy, to culture, to religion, to education, and to public policy and to
their interaction in the larger society around them (Shafter 1991, p. viii).
A large literature on the subject dating back to the eighteenth century tries
to specify the special character of the US in political and social terras (Lipset
1991, p. 4). Thousands upon thousands of books and articles have been
written by foreign (mostly European) observers emphasising the differences in behaviours and institutions between Europe and the US. The
American uniqueness is typically contrasted with `Europe' conceived as
a cultural entity, where the whole (that is, Europe) is more than the sumtotal of the individual nation-states. For many purposes, it is obviously
appropriate to treat European culture as a distinct entity.
However, in many instances it would be misleading to overlook the fact
that Europe (unlike the US) is made up of a number of separate individual
nations, each with a distinct history, socio-political culture, and language.
These deep-seated national differences within Europe remain of crucial
importance, rendering sweeping Europe versus US comparisons problematic. This point is best illustrated by the case of the United Kingdom, a
nation which explicitly and self-consciously distinguishes itself from continental Europe in many of its writings and other contexts. For a variety of
purposes, the UK is lumped together with other English-speaking countries (including the US) as representing Anglo-Saxon culture. The heterogeneity of (continental) Europe is further emphasised by the prevalent use
of several well-established regional country clusters within Europe (Scandinavia or the Nordic countries, Southern Europe, former socialist countries, and so on). Even within these more homogeneous clusters, individual
countries vary significantly in many ways (for example Sweden and Norway, or Switzerland and Germany). Of course, the US is not a culturally
homogeneous entity either. Individual American states also differ significantly from each other in many ways. Alabama is quite different from North
Dakota, New York or California. At the same time, the US does have a
shared language, history, and overarching federal political and legal system, the level of internal cultural and socio-political heterogeneity is in no
way comparable to that of Europe. Van Swaaningen gets at the heart of
the issue by stating: "[...] the similarities between Western European nations are perhaps only evident in terms of their contrast with America"
(1997a, p. x). He continues that "[...] nowhere in the First World does
such a diversity occur in such small geographical area. A multiplicity of
nations with differing political systems, legal cultures and social structuren
exist next to each other" (1997a, pp. x-xi).
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European Criminology versus American Criminology?
If you were to ask an American criminologist to define the essence of the
`American' criminological enterprise, s/he may be hard-pressed for an
answer. Many will never have thought about it. This may reflect the ethnocentric orientation typical for those who are not brought into daily contact with other cultures. With notable exceptions, American criminologists
tend to interact primarily within their own English-speaking world, where
there is no need to be explicit about the essence of the `American' criminological enterprise. Not surprisingly, for most American scholars, criminology is American criminology. That is what they do, that is what they
know. It is reflected in the courses they teach, the publications they read,
and the congresces they attend. On the other hand, to speak in terms of
`European criminology' is much more precarious. `European criminology'
is distinct from criminology in Europe. Although there is no question that
criminology as a discipline emerged in Europe (Beirne 1993; Rock 1994),
in the past `European criminology' was primarily another way of identifying one or more of the more prominent national developments in Europe (the Italian positivists, or the French environmentalists). This is also
the most common approach taken by American textbooks and histories of
criminology.
Criminology in Europe has never been entirely constrained by national
boundaries, or practised within a country entirely by its own nationale
(Shapland 1991, p. 15). Historically, there have always been some forms
of interaction between European criminologists (e.g. the debate between
the French-Italian schools a century ago), there never was complete isolation. However, the 1975 publication of Deviance and Control in Europe
(Bianchi et al.), an edited set of papers from the formative conference of
the European Group for the Study of Deviance and Social Control, is an
important milestone in the history of the development of a distinct European criminology. There is now in Europe clearly a conscious effort towards
the integration of and collaboration with the different national criminological enterprises. This is a natural by-product of the internationalisation of
society, possibly also reflecting the belief that this is needed to provide a
counterweight to the apparent dominance of American criminology. The
vision of a distinctly `European' criminology is apparent in the recent publication, The New European Criminology: Crime and Social Order in Europe (Ruggiero et al. 1998); the introduction to the papers is titled `Toward
a European Criminological Community'. A similar belief in a `European'
criminology is expreseed by Van Swaaningen (1997, p. x): "Paradoxically,
the importante of a European criminology is not in the unity but in the
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diversity of social, political and cultural situations that occur [emphasis
added]." `European criminology' obviously means more than simply the
collaborative efforts (on drugs, restórative justice, youth gangs) between
researchers and scholars from Europe. In this essay, I will not try to get at
the essence of `European criminology'. I will simply compare and contrast American criminology with criminology in Europe (as it exists in
individual countries).

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE USA AND EUROPE WITH REGARD TO THE
`CRIMINOLOGICAL ENTERPRISE'

What are the main differences between American criminology and criminology in Europe? As I just mentioned, for purposes of comparison I approach European criminology simply as the subtotal of the efforts by those
involved in the study of law, social order and crime in Europe. Such broad
comparison is not without pitfalls. There exist a wide diversity in the criminological enterprises within Europe; the fact that in some countries, the
American influence is quite pronounced (such as the Netherlands, the UK),
further muddles the US/Europe comparison.
History
The history of criminological thought in Europe far predates the US. The
systematic and scientific search for the causes of crime and criminality
began in Europe in the 1800s, and by the end of the 1800s, the European
tradition in criminology was firmly established (Willis et al. 1999, p. 227;
but see Rock (1994) for interpretations that go back much earlier in history). Moreover, and importantly, whereas the US only has one history' of
the development of criminology, Europe knows multiple histories of the
study of crime, law and social order. Each nation has its own history, very
much shaped by its unique cultural, social and political conditions (compare Italy and the Netherlands, or the UK and Germany).
Scale
Stated very simply: `Size does matter!' The popular expression that everything is larger in the US, has a kernel of truth. The American crimino-

'It is debatable whether it is possible to have an objective history of criminology (cf.
Garland 1994).
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logical enterprise is the largest in the world. Measured by the number of
people who focus on the study of crime, law and social control, the number
of university courses, the number of scholarly and professional publications and books, the number of research projects and the amount of
funding, there is no question that the US takes the cake. It is difficult
to overestimate the importance of scale and numbers. Since the 1950s an
incredible amount of empirical research (observational and quantitative)
has been done by American scholars, focusing on problems of crime and
criminal justice. Large numbers of data have been collected systematically,
often from several similar organisations in different American states (such
as police departments). The product of the sum total of these efforts is a
huge number of studies (admittedly of varying quality), more so than in
any European country where considerably fewer scholars are involved in
the study of crime and justice. The recently published overview of the state
of criminal justice research published by the (American) National Institute
of Justice and the American Society of Criminology (Criminal Justice 2000)
represents the `cream of the crop' of research and theory in the (Englishspeaking) field. The amount of reviewed research in these four volumes is
enormous, most of which has been done by American researchers.

Degree of Institutionalisation
European countries differ widely in the degree in which the study of criminology has been institutionalised (Van Swaaningen 2001). Many European
countries do have scholars who are involved in the criminological enterpri se broadly defined (education, research), but without the American level
of crystallisation as a clearly defined and well-institutionalised field of
study. A short note on the history of the development of criminaljustice
as an academic discipline in the US is in order to provide a context for this
observation (see Bernard and Engel 200l; Haen Marshall 200l). The high
level of institutionalisation is the fruit of decades of focused investment
by the American national government in higher education and research in
the areas of crime and crime control.
Crime and crime control have been a high political priority on the American agenda since the late 1960s, with considerable resources allocated to
this issue. The focus of this national investment has been on criminaljustice education and research. Although there are, of course, other fields
which focus on related questions, criminal justice has a key position in the
American knowledge infrastructure with regard to crime and crime control. Criminal justice is - in the USA - not the same as criminology; it is
broader and explicitly interdisciplinary. The distinction between criminol-
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ogy and criminal justice is not that one is abstract and the other applied,
but rather in the scope of its study. 4 The study and higher education with
respect to law, crime and crime control in the US is-after several decades
of focused development - now deeply and soundly entrenched in universities, and research institutes, with large numbers of students, professors
and researchers. Criminal justice is seen as a respectable and recognised
profession, with thousands of Bachelors' degrees, and hundreds of advanced graduate degrees offered by American universities. There exists a
clearly defined criminal justice professoriat, with large and active professional organisations, hundreds of peer-reviewed publications, several national and regional annual congresces. Although scholars in European
countries focus on many comparable issues related to crime, police, courts,
and prisons, there is not-within one single country -a comparable level of
crystallisation as a well-defined independent academic field of study.
Accessibility
Often it seems thatAmerican criminologists believe that the really significant (recent) works on crime are produced primarily in the US. There may
be one simple explanation for that: language! "The spread of English has
a great deal to do with this perception of American superiority", so states
Pells in his book, Not Like Us (1997). Pells writes in more general terms
about the mutual intellectual influences of Europe and America. He argues
that for a long time, American academics seemed barely aware of what
the Europeans, apart from the British, had written. American scholars, along
with their counterparts in Britain, could expect their publications to be read
by academics throughout the world, since many scholars are able to read
the English language.
4Criminal justice is meant to provide a bridge between criminology and practice. Although it focuses on the practical functioning of criminal justice organisations, it does
attempt to be theoretical. After all, there are important theoretical issues related to the
functioning of criminal justice organisations. Criminology focuses on the nature of crime
(individual criminal behaviour, the rates and distributions of criminal behaviour in social
units, and the behaviour of criminal law) (Bernard and Snipes quoted in Bernard and Engel
2001, p. 25). Criminaljustice, on the other hand, focuses on the individual behaviour of
criminal justice agents, the behaviour of criminal justice organisations, and the characteristics of the overall criminaljustice system and its components (Bernard and Engel 2001,
p. 5). Sometimes these two terms are used interchangeably; sometimes criminal justice is
defined as including criminology. For example, Michigan State University, School of Criminal Justice defnes criminaljustice as "the study of the etiology of crime and its control, the
decision network devoted to crime control, and the administration of the many public and
private agencies involved in the processing of criminal offenders ......
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However, criminologists in France, Italy, Germany and the Netherlands
can expect their books and articles to be read only by scholars in their own
country (or a handful of foreign scholars who happend to master multiple languages). Since many foreign language publications are not accessible to Americans, it also means that the flow of information has been heavily
biased: Europeans may know what is going on on the other side of the
Atlantic, but Americans remain largely ignorant of the activities in the
different European criminological enterprises. 1 am undoubtedly not the
first to speculate about the important role of the UK as an intermediary
between the US and continental Europe in this regard. The increasing use
of English as a world language is likely to increase the accessibility of the
body of criminological knowledge to more scholars.

Diversity in Theory and Method
The history of criminology in Europe may be traced back to a diversity of
fields (biology, psychology, history, law, social statistics, and sociology).
In the US the theoretical development of criminology drew its inspiration
mainly from sociology (Willis et al. 1999, p. 227). The historica) diversity
continues to resonate in contemporary times. Although there is no European country in which only one model of criminology exists, there are
cultural traditions of criminology "which render its practice and theoretical enquiry different in different countries" (Shapland 1991, p. 14). Analyses of the nature of the criminological enterprise in particular European
countries confirm the diversity of approaches within Europe (see Garland
1994 for the UK, Robert 1991 for France, Van Swaaningen 1997b for the
UK, the Netherlands and Belgium). More comprehensive overviews illustrating the heterogeneity in the criminological enterprise in Europe have
been provided by Robert and Van Outrive (1993), and Van Swaaningen
(1997a). A recent publication by le Groupe Européen de Recherches sur
les Normativités (GERN) represents one of the most current efforts to provide an overview of the criminological enterprise in a number of European countries (Van Outrive and Robert 1999).
In the United States, there are a relatively large number of individuals
and organisations which focus on the study of crime and justice, but they
operate within the boundaries of a relatively narrow range of theoretical
perspectives and methods. Allowing for a certain amount of bias, the American critica) criminologist Currie seems to get at the essence of the American criminological enterprise:
there is a large, rather technocratie, `middle' contingent, the `mainstream', which often
produces quite useful work, but is only rarely engaged in the public arena and shies
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away from sticking its neck out; there is the small but extremely effective right wing
that has an extraordinary amount of presence and influence, less within the profession than in the media and among politicians [...]; and there is a self-defined `radical' contingent, complete with its own separate organizations and subsections of
organizations [...1 (Currie 1999, pp. 17-18)

Bernard and Engel (2001, p. 14) state that large-scale quantitative studies
have become "the bread and butter" of criminal justice research (in the US).
The point is not that there is no diversity within American criminology,
but rather, that there is, proportionally, dominance of the sociological approach (with some role for biological and psychological factors), with a
methodological emphasis on sophisticated quantitative analysis of large
data sets.

Critical and Self-Reflexive Stance
This point - although already referred to in Currie's characterisation of
the American criminological enterprise - deserves to be singled out. European countries differ significantly in the extent to which their study of
law, crime and social control is characterised by a critical, self-reflexive
stance (for example, compare France and the UK with the Netherlands,
see Van Swaaningen 1997a). A comparative perspective (which is more
likely to be taken by European scholars because of the context in which
they operate) tends to be more conducive to the development of a critical,
macro-level view on law and social control. This is one possible explanation. Another explanation may be found in the presumed American disdain for the importance of abstract speculation (discussed in the next
section). It goes beyond the boundaries of this essay to delve any deeper
in this very complicated matter. The reality is that - although American
scholars do play a role in the critical, self-reflexive branch of the criminological enterprise-proportionally, it represents a relatively unimportant and
marginalised approach in the USA.

Focal Research Questions
A recent overview of the criminological enterprise in nine Western European countries (Van Outrive and Robert 1999) suggests that a large number
of the research topics (victims, public and private police, judicial decisionmaking, juvenile delinquency, organised crime) are similar to those studied in the US (often using similar methods). There is no doubt that many
questions related to crime and law transcend national boundaries. Yet, the
particular intensity and focus is shaped by the unique national context. For
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Europe, this has been documented, among others, by Van Swaaningen
(1 997a), and the authors contributing to the GERN publication (Van Outrive
and Robert 1999). The following section provides a brief interpretative
analysis of how the American intellectual context has shaped both the
method and the focus of the criminological enterprise in the USA.

The American Way of `Doing Science'
1 have already alluded to the notion ofAmerican exceptionalism. Literally
thousands of scholarly and literary works have attempted to get at the
essence of the American identity. Shafter's analysis presented in the book,
Is America Different? (1991) may serve as a fairly typical illustration of
what the `American model' entails. In his view, the American model is characterised by four central themes: populism, individualism, democratisation, and market-making (p. 233). Populism is the doctrine that all members
of society should be conceived of as social equals. Individualism is the doctrine that the single and independent members of society have a right to
construct their personal lives according to their own preferences. Democratisation is the notion that major social institutions should be run so as to
be directly responsive to the wishes of the public. Finally, market-making
is the notion that organised alternatives - in products and services, but also
in occupations, entertainments, and even lifestyles - ought to appear or
disappear as there is (or is not) sufficient demand to sustain them (Shafter
1991, pp. 234-235). These themes, closely interwoven with a host of other
historical, intellectual, political and social influences, have provided the
context for the `American model' of science (including the study of law,
crime and social control).'
A well-accepted view among sociologists of knowledge and historians
of science is that America from its very beginnings has been "permeated
by the culture of science" (Goetzman 1992, p. 414). One important point
of disagreement centres around the question as to whether this `culture
of science' makes a distinction between theory and practical technology (Goetzman 1992, p. 414). Pragmatism is one of the key themes of
American scientific culture. Scholars have attempted to associate pragmatism with a package of characteristic American traits (Moyer 1992, p. 206).6
'Science as a culture has its own institutions, languages, ideas, values, methods, symbols and recognisable practitioners (Goetzman 1992, p. 414).
61n its pure form, the pragmatist thesis is that the practical context of thought sets all
the conditions forjudging the validity of the ideas and theories which result from rational
activity (Smith 1975, p. 475). The main founders are Charles Peirce, William James, and
John Dewey.
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Pragmatism is important because it reflects "Americans' preconceptions
about and aspirations for a modern, scientific culture" (Moyer 1992, p.
207). It has often been interpreted to mean the (vulgarised) image of "the
practical-minded `Yankee-tinkerer"' (Goetzman 1992, p. 414). `Pragmatic'
and `pragmatism' are often used to refer to "a `see-if-it-works' suspicion
of dogma, of doctrine, and of the rigid adherence to abstract principles and
theories [...]", so concludes the American philosopher Hollinger (1985,
p. 24).
Foreign observers (hut Americans allo) have typified the historical
American attitude toward science and scientific research with the so-called
"indifference theme" (Glick 1987, p. 6). Thus, while there was a great deal
of activity devoted to inventions and the creation of practical implements,
Americans were indifferent to basic science and basic research (Glick 1987,
p. 5), or so it was argued. A later reinterpretation is that-rather than doing
pure or fundamental research as a search for knowledge for its own sakeAmericans tended to do pure research for economic profit, practical application, and technological progress. A main element of pragmatism is
its fixation on "the process of inquiry itself rather than the actual acquisition of knowledge" (Moyer 1992, p. 207). The "scientific habit of mind"
was supposed to rescue civilisation from detrimental trends (Moyer 1992,
p. 207). The pragmatic principle tends to accentuate the scientific method
of inquiry. Thus, the American pragmatists (Peirce, James, and Dewey)
all proclaimed in one form or another "the scientific method itself, unfettered by traditional absolutes, as the ideal guide to a public philosophy for
the nation" (Goetzman 1992, p. 414). This has lead to the characterisation
of a `scientistic' America.
The mainstay of American scientific thought is very much coloured by
pragmatism. The Frenchman Crozier cites the frequently heard statement
that "nothing is more practical than a good theory" as a typical American
way ofjustifying theoretical work (which is only important in as much as
it has practical consequences). Crozier writes, that in his view, forAmericans, theories also have to be simple: "[...] say what you have to say, hut
say it quickly. Any true theory can hold up on the strength of a phrase and
three equations, even in the social sciences. The rest is just wordy preface,
useless formality, digression, and decadent European flourish [...]" (1984,
p. 23). In the view of many interpreters, Americans often have been hostile to theory, be it in literature, philosophy or science. A case in point is
the recently published account of the philosophical and literary "theory
wars" (between the French and the Americans) (Mathy 2000). In order to
interpret the cross-Atlantic tensions, Mathy makes reference to Hofstadter's
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(1970) often-cited "anti-intellectualism" in the United States, and its implied resistance to theory in particular in American culture.'
In Essays on American Intellectual History, Smith (1975) defines the
three focal beliefs through which the American philosophical spirit over
the last 100 years can be articulated. His summary provides an excellent
backdrop for a comparative understanding of the American approach to
the study of law, crime and social control. Firstly, the belief that thinking
is primarily an activity in response to a concrete situation and that this activity is aimed at solving problems. Secondly, the belief that ideas and theories must have a `cutting edge' or must make a difference in the conduct
of people who hold them and in the situation in which they live. This feature has long been regarded as the essence of the American character (Smith
1975, p. 476). According to Smith, two basic ideas are involved: one is
that thinking should be focused not on the general, universal and `timeless' problems, but rather on difficulties arising here and now; the second
is that the power of ideas to shape the course of events depends directly
on the extent to which they are acted upon and used to guide the conduct
of men (p. 476). Americans believe that their total intellectual energy should
be focused on `here and now' issues and that there is no time for dealing
with problems of a generalised nature which have no clear focal point in
time (Smith 1975, p. 476).1 Closely connected with this focus on specific
problems is the belief that intellectual activity is justified to the extent to
which its results are translated into action. Ideas that make a difference
are those upon which people act. The practical orientation so often associated with American life and thought is most evident at this point according to Smith:
an idea is a `mere' idea unless we can sec how a situation is changed through the
medium of that idea. If, after having the idea, everything remains the same as it was
before, then the idea makel no difference - it is without a cutting edge (Smith 1975,
p. 476).

Thirdly, the American belief that the earth can be civilised and obstacles
to progress overcome by the application of knowledge.
. In sum, American intellectual thought embodies the primary importante
of the scientific method, a practical problem focus (rather than on abstract
7Rcchard Hofstadter wrote Anti-Intellectualism in American Life (1970) as an historical account of what he referred to as America's "national disrespect for mind".
BThe pragmatist Dewey expressed this point very well when he said that all our efforts
should be aimed at eliminating the evils of human life, but that we have no time to speculate about the problem of evil (Smith 1975, p. 476).
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issues), and a need for ideas (theories) with practical implications. The
particular American way of `doing science' finds its reflection in the
American criminological enterprise. Besides the scientific culture of a
country, there are many other political and socio-cultural factors which
shape the way law, crime and social control are studied. Of centra] importance are those aspects of society which have a direct (substantive) impact on the criminological enterprise: namely, the administration ofjustice
(including the legal tradition on which these practices are based) and the
nature of the crime problem.

The American Way of Doing Justice'
Legal factors - both principles and practices - are of critical importance
in shaping the nature of the criminological enterprise. Since the mainstay
ofAmerican intellectual thought is a pragmatist problem- and action- orientation, it is to be expected that perceived problems related to law and
justice have guided American criminology and criminal justice studies.
Many scholarly works have analysed the differences between the Amencan common law system, which differs from most of Europe with the continental (or inquisitorial) system (see Reichel 1996; Terrill 1999). That is
not the only-or even the main-difference, however; after all, the British
(among others) obviously also have a common law tradition, that is where
the Americans got it from. It seems that the role of law in American society differs significantly from the European (including the British) situation. The characteristics of the adversarial system of common law are
pushed to the extreme in the United States. "The part played by law and
by the courts ofjustice is probably more important in the American society than in any others [...]. No foreign observer could help being struck
by the place of law and the judiciary in the United States" (Tunc 1968, p.
198). The Frenchman Crozier confirms this observation: "No Frenchman
or any other European can ever really feel at home with the extraordinary
juridical ideology with which the whole of American society is imbued,
and which can be summed up in two words - due process" (Crozier 1984,
p. 98).9 The juridical principle: absolute respect for the rules of procedure
is a basic principle governing American life; due process is not just an
ideological substrate ofAmerican life; it expresses itself in a number of
concrete practices and procedures (Crozier 1984, p. 103). The American emphasis on due process results in greater litigiousness, as well as more
formal and extensive efforts to enforce the law. The US is the most liti9Crozier titles one of his chapters: The Delirium of Due Process.
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gious society known to the world, it has more lawyers per capita than any
other developed countries, including all the predominantly English-speaking common law ones (Lipset 1991, p. 33).
The American `due process model' has been contrasted with the `crime
control model', more common in Europe which focuses on the maintenance
of law and order, and is less protective of the rights of the accused and of
individuals generally (Lipset 1991, p. 33). Contrasting the American (common law) due process model with the European (inquisitorial or continental law) crime control model is one way of looking at the implications of
different legal traditions cross-nationally. Ironically, however, within the
US the friction between the ideal of due process and the reality of crime
control has turned out to be the major impetus for the development of criminal justice research and theory in the USA.
Ina recent article, `Conceptualizing criminal justice theory', the American criminologists Bernard and Engel (2001) provide a most interesting
interpretative analysis of the historical development of the academic field
of criminal justice in the US. One important point is that the scholarly focus
on the functioning of the criminal law in the US was initiated in the 1950s
by a practical concern of `reform commissions' who were concerned with
bringing the `law in practice' into greater conformity with `the law on the
books'. The realisation that there was a gap between the ideal and the real
in criminal justice runs like a connecting thread through much of the criminal justice research in the US. The single event most responsible for the
development of criminal justice as an academic field was the realisation
based on several observational studies in the 1960s, that pervasive discretion - although often conflicting with the requirements of due process expressed in the `law on the books' was an inevitable reality in the daily `law
in practice'. The field began to acknowledge that a certain amount of legitimate exercise of discretion was not necessarily incompatible with the
notion of due process. Gradually, criminal justice research shifted from
qualitative (observational) to quantitative and systematic large-scale studies, examining contextual influences on individual decision-making and
focusing entirely on describing and explaining what criminal justice agents
were actually doing (Bernard and Engel 2001, p. 13). The research implicitly compares the practice of criminal justice against a normative ideal
(equality, due process). These studies focused strongly on the effects of race,
gender, class and demeanour - that is, non-legal, and therefore unacceptable factors conflicting with the due process model - on decisions in the criminal justice process. Because of the unique role that `race' and `ethnicity'
play in the US, a very large number of empirical studies focusing on the
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role of race in criminal justice administration (such as police shootings,
arrest practices, convictions and sentencing, and so on) now exist. The most
recent focus is on racial profiling, race-bias in the use of force by the police, and the link between the war on drugs and race. Perhaps the best illustration of the exceptionalism of the United States, reflecting its strong
belief in the importance of due process, combined with a `scienticist' confidence that careful empirical inquiry can provide answers to the most hairy
issues, is the extensive body of sophisticated quantitative empirical research
focusing on the possibility of (racial) discrimination in the application of
capital punishment.
Another characteristic of the American system of justice is its relative
harshness and punitiveness, and its reliance on the criminal law (incarceration) as a means to maintain social control. Because of the enormous growth
of the police, prosecution, and correctional system over the last several
decades, the logistic management problems of the increasingly sluggish
apparatus have become an urgent problem (Simon and Feeley, p. 166 in
Haen Marshall 1999, p. 34). Concern about growing prison populations
and market-thinking focus on effectiveness and efficiency, have inspired
many studies on the incapacitating effects of incarceration, as well as the
deterrent effect of punishment. Crime control and safety is now `big business' in the US; the market-based approach is reflected in the application
of business management principles in the streamlining of criminaljustice
processing, as well as institutionalised scientific evaluation of processes
and results. This type of research provides the `bread and buffer' of an evergrowing number of private and public research- and training institutes in
the USA.
Bernard and Engel (2001, p. 25) conclude their interpretative analysis
of the historical development of the academic discipline of criminal justice in the US with the observation that
[C]riminal justice [as an academie field] [...1 originated as descriptive research, in
which theory, insofar as it existed at all, was highly specific and focused on the particular topic at hand. Over the last 50 years, criminal justice [as an academie discipline] has been working its way, with difficulty, towards theory.

They contrast this with the development of criminological theory (in the
US): "criminology originated as sweepingly discursive general theories
[...] and has worked its way, with difficulty, towards phrasing these theories in such a way that research could test them adequately" (p. 25). The
pragmatic resistance toward abstract theorising notwithstanding, American scholars have indeed developed several discursive (middle range), ab-
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stract crime theories.10 It is very clear, however, that the focus and content
of these theories reflect the practical problems which America experiences
with crime. This is briefly discussed in the next section.

The American Way of `Doing Crime'
Crime - in particular serious violent crime - has been defined as one of
the major social problems in the US since the 1960s. Countless observers
have noted that the US - compared to Europe - suffers much higher crime
rates. This difference has begun to level off during the last few years
(Blumstein and Wallman 2000). This recent decline, in conjunction with
the high levels of violence in Eastern Europe over the last several years,
challenges the popular view of the USA as the most violent nation in the
industrialised world. Still, serious (gun-related) violence continues to be
a problem in the US. On the positive side, crime and crime control have
been a major concern for academica in the US for several decades, considerable funding for crime-related research has been available, and a lot
of knowledge has been developed. Some of this knowledge may be transferable to Europe, whereas some of which may be tied to uniquely American conditions.
The focus ofcriminological theorising and research reflects-to a large
degree - the realities of the American crime problem. Allowing for a certain degree of media-hype and social construction of criminality, it cannot
be denied that there have been real problems with street crime, the central
theme of American criminological theory. The most influential early sociologica) American theories of crime (the social ecology theory developed by Shaw and McKay in 1942; the anomie theory developed by Merton
in 1938) focus on street crime, in particular by urban lower-class young
males." Sutherland's (1924) differential association and differential social organisation theory was intended to apply to all delinquency, but is
best known for its application to young male delinquents.
Violence, in particular gun-related violence, has also ranked high on the
agenda of American criminologists (e.g. Wolfgang and Ferracutti's subculture of violence, 1967). With the rise of the serious inner-city violence
in the mid-1980s, the link between drugs, guns, and violence became a

10American criminological theory is characterised by a low level of formalisation, and
problematic empirical testability. See for a more extensive discussion Meier (1985);
Bernard (1990); Bernard and Ritti (1990) and Gibbons (1994).
"For an excellent interpretative analysis of the historical development of sociological
criminology, see Downes and Rock (1998).
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central concern (e.g. Blumstein and Wallman 2000). The focus on street
crime, drugs and violence has placed the role of race and ethnicity in the
American crime picture centre stage (e.g. Sampson and Wilson 1995; Short
1997). White collar crime has also been a focus of American scholarly
inquiry, albeit in much lenser degree (e.g. Sutherland 1940; Coleman 1989;
Shover and Bryant 1993). This is not surprising in view of the fact that the
US is a capitalist societypar excellence, with a well-documented problem
with corporate and occupational crime. The problems with organised crime
in the US have also, quite understandably, been the subject of scholarly
exploration (Albini 1971; lanni 1973; Abadinsky 1981; Block and Chambliss
1981; Ianni and Reuss- Reuter et al. 1983; Jacobs and Gouldin 1999). This
is hut a handful of the more obvious examples of the problem-based focus
of the American criminological enterprise. A note of caution. The link between practical crime problems and scientific development is not straightforward and self-evident; it is easy to oversimplify. A case in point is the
absence of an apparent direct link to America's crime problems and the
important theoretical contributions by Becker (1963), Lemert (1951) and
other American symbolic interactionists (see Rock and Downes 1998).
Theoretical explanations of crime in the US typically have been tied to
American exceptionalism, both by American and non-American scholars.
Large-scale crime is seen as a natural by-product ofAmerican culture (Bell
1953; Lipset 1991). A few examples will suffice. To use the best-known
American theory, Merton explicitly stated that his theory was meant to
explain crime in the US. He viewed the USA as an anomic society because
of the disjunction between cultural goals of material success and structural
impediments to these goals. A recent example of this line of reasoning is
Messner and Rosenfeld's Crime and the American Dream (1997). Explanations of white collar crime have made reference to the extreme and unbridled American competitive culture (Coleman 1989). The high level of
violence in the US is typically explained by reference to the American
`culture of violence'. The American `culture of violence' is viewed as a
natural product ofAmerica's unique violent history: the frontier tradition,
the influence of slavery, lynchings, the Indian Wars (see Butterfield 1995;
Brown 1991). It is assumed that America's violent history has formed the
essence of the modern American identity, a violent identity. Criminal violence is viewed as a spillover of socially accepted violence. The accessibility of firearms is an essential component of this violent culture. Virtually
any (English-language) comparative discussion of criminological theory
asserts that most criminological theories are American theories, reflecting
American culture and structure (e.g. Willis et al. 1999).
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Inspired by practical issues or not, there is no question that American
scholars have contributed important theoretical insights to the field of criminology. However, it seems that the heydays of creative criminological (sociological) theory development in the US are long gone. A large number
of very competent American researchers are now attempting to test and
further refine the traditional criminological theories (e.g. Agnew 1992;
Bursik and Grasmick 1995), often with a heavy emphasis on advanced
methodological techniques. The current focus on crime prevention and risk
management together with deep dissatisfaction about the practical utility
of (sociological) crime theories has resulted in a gradual turning away from
trying to develop etiological theories of crime. Efforts to develop so-called
integrated theories are an important exception to this trend (e.g. Sampson
and Laub 1993; Vila 1994; Tittle 1995; Bernard and Snipes 1996). The relatively new kid on the block, life course and developmental crime theory;
with its focus on identification of risk factors and implications for crime
prevention is the product of collaborative efforts between American researchers and researchers from other countries (see Farrington 1994). Last,
and least (from the perspective of contribution to criminological theory)
is the popular perspective based on routine activity theory, often called
situational crime prevention. Although the theoretical promise of the routine activity has been substantial (Cohen and Felson 1979), in its current
form expressed in terms of situational crime prevention (see e.g. Felson
1998, 2000) it lacks theoretical lustre.12

CONCLUSION

Although there is a growing criminology in Latin America, South Africa,
India, and other parts of the world (see Willis et al. 1999; Del Olmo 1999;
Shank 1999), the criminological enterprise remains-for the time being at
least -eurocentric.11 Criminologists in Europe, the United States, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand all use what the philosopher Richard Rorty14 has
called "the conversation of the West". Focusing on the uniqueness or
`exceptionalism' of (the criminological enterprise of) the United States

121t should be noted that situational crime prevention (together with social control
theory) are most influential in shaping crime policy in the Netherlands and the UK.
"Conform Goonatilake (1998) who describes the general scientific enterprise as
eurocentric.
"Richard Rorty, Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature. Princeton, New Jersey, 1980,
cited in Hollinger 1985, p. 182.
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compared to what is going on in Europe, has the danger of overlooking
the fact that intellectual life in America is a part of a larger civilisation that
encompasses the national cultures of European countries as well as that of
the United States (Hollinger 1985, p. 176). "[...] the intellectual history
of the United States is in many crucial respects a province of the intellectual history of Europe [...]" (Hollinger 1985, p. 182). The picture gets
even more muddled because of the important influence of European intellectuals on American thought and science, before and during the Second
World War (Pells 1997). Influences continue to go both ways across the
Atlantic, presumably ever faster and faster.
American criminology is a powerful influence in Europe, although "the
particular variety dominant at any time has never managed to stifle the
heterogeneity in Europe" (Shapland 1991, p. 16). There may be a tendency
to overestimate the importance of American criminology, because of the
dominance of English-language publications. The dominance may be particularly overstated byAmerican criminologists. Since it is more likely that
English-language publications focus on American criminology (rather than
on criminology produced in Europe), it is to be expected that this impression is confirmed. The picture of American dominance is likely to be
somewhat different if one uses (implied) assessments by Europeans (in
non-English publications). For example, in one of the lesding German
textbooks, Kriminologie (Schneider 1987), a total of 48 names are listed
as pioneers in criminology, only 11 of which resided in the US at one point.
American criminology has made many positive contributions to the field
of the study of law, crime and social control, and it continues to do so. However, if one defines the essence of American criminology as being policyoriented, methodologically-driven, and lacking theoretical lustre, diversity,
and short of a critical edge, then the fear of `Americanisation' of European
criminology is well-placed. `Americanisation' refers to fundamental developments of modernity as cultural homogenisation ('McDonaldisation'), and
degeneration. "America so conceived may exist outside of the United States
and involve no actual Americans [...]" (Ceasar 1997, p. 2). It is no longer
the criminological enterprise of the US per se, but rather an idea or symbol, called `Americanisation' which is really at issue here. If increasing
cultural (including legal) convergence and homogenisation across the countries of the world means growing American dominance (and it should be
noted that there are conflicting views on this issue, see Held et al. 1999),
then it is reasonable to speculate that American criminology will gain more
applicability in `Americanised' Europe. However, regional criminologies
will always retain their significance (Haen Marshall 1998). Furthermore,
the growing realisation that many different and valuable ways of thinking
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about crime, law and social control exist outside North America and Western Europe is bound to enrich the conceptual and methodological toolbox
of the criminological enterprise (Willis et al. 1999).
A final thought: Internationalisation of crime and crime control makes it
inevitable that the future of the criminological enterprise will centre more
and more around questions that transcend national boundaries. ThS need for
a transnational or global criminology is no longer to be denied (see e.g.
Findlay 1999). Such worldwide criminology can only prosper through the
joint efforts of criminologists from all the continents and regions of the world.
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THE FIGHT AGAINST ORGANISED CRIME IN EUROPE:
A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

ABSTRACT. This article provides an overview of the measures and actions taken by
the Member States of the European Union in their fight against organised crime and
transborder crime. The Action Plan to Combat Organized Crime adopted by the Ministers for Justice and Home Affairs during the Dutch EU Presidency, submitted some 30
recommendations with respect to greater harmonisation regarding the fight against organised crime in the EU Member States. The author gives a concise summary of the most
relevant changes and the structural characteristics per Member State, paying attention to
developments in the specific countries and the organisations involved. One of the conclusions reached is that few or no reforms within national investigative and prosecution
authorities may be directly traced back to the regulatory impulses of the EU. Although
the EU Action Plan has not yet realised a convergence of the systems, the European process
of integration has increased the mutual transparency and knowledge of one another's
systems.
KEY WORDS: comparative research, European Union, organised crime, transborder crime

Since the beginning of the 1990s, the term `organised crime' has been high
on the agenda of nearly all Member States of the European Union. However, the common interest conceals a considerable differentiation. The 15
Member States not only have diverse regulations with respect to the definition of criminal law and the eitent of the criminalisation of organised
crime, but they also use different prosecution priorities, models of analysis and organisational structuren.
The Action Plan to Combat Organized Crime (OJ 97/C 251/1) adopted
by the Ministers for Justice and Home Affairs during the Dutch EU Presidency, submitted some 30 recommendations with respect to greater harmonisation regarding the fight against organised crime in the EU Member
States. Despite this call for harmonisation and European unification, the
differences in the structures of police and judicial organisations continue
to be considerable. Although the outlines of a joint European legal area
are gradually becoming clearer, there is still a long way to go before the
most important obstacles for a smooth and flexible co-operation are removed. A normative question that might be raised at the start of these problems is to what extent any reduction of the differentiation between the EU
Member States is desirable and necessary, and whether criminal law and
0 European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 9: 259-272, 2001.
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organisational harmonisation actually contribute to a more effective curbing of transborder organised crime.

NATIONAL PROSECUTION PRIORITIES AND MODELS OF ANALYSIS

Despite many efforts by the EU to develop a joint definition of the term
`organised crime', each individual EU Member State continues to have its
own approach to, and method or formulation of, strategic policy. In some
countries, the survey of organised crime was either heterogeneous or decentralised, but partly as a result of co-operation with other European countries, this has gradually become more structured. Various EU countries,
such as Austria, have recently introduced a uniform method for data registration. The formulation of priorities is closely related to the culture and
structure of the organised crime concerned, but also to the criminal law
system and the basis of the fight against crime.
A comparative internal EU report, dating from 1997, gives an indication of the manner in which the EU Member States outline organised crime
(see Table l). Table 1 not only shows the large differentiation in the definition of `organised crime', but also demonstrates that the term represents
different phenomena. This differentiation refers to, among others, the type
of criminal activity, the markets, the parties involved, the offeraces committed and the degree of organisation of the criminal organisations. The
national reports, to which the above-mentioned overview refers, confirm
the idea that organised crime in Europe is not controlled by large, monolithic and well-structured criminal organisations, but rather by small organisations and networks with a multinational orientation. Furthermore,
the national reports frequently referred to the adaptability of criminal organisations, in particular, where it concerns new business opportunities
and situations. This means that the authorities must also be flexible and
constantly strive to develop their expertise. It also means that the EU
Member States must develop joint strategies against organised crime due
to the often international scale at which criminal organisations are active. The usefulness and necessity of the national reports regarding the
`state of affairs' of organised crime is currently an item under debate
within relevant EU bodies.

FROM ACTION PLAN TO AGREEMENT

Strategies to control organised crime figure increasingly more prominently
on the EU agenda. The first steps towards a joint approach were made in
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the Trevi era, before the formalisation of police and judicial co-operation
in the Treaty of Maastricht in 1992. During the Dutch presidency of the
EU in 1997, this gained momentum due to the well-known Action Plan
to Combat Organized Crime, which included 30 recommendations. The
Multidisciplinary Working Group (MDG) set up in the context of the Action Plan was instructed to monitor the implementation of the recommendations within the agreed deadlines.
Some recommendations state that the Member States must review their
national organisational structures in order to realise a better co-ordination
of police and judicial data. Other recommendations refer, among others,
to the co-operation with the pre-accession candidates, conducting a study
into high-tech crime, the development of a comprehensive anti-corruption
policy, a review of procurement procedures, the institution of central national
desks serving as an interface for competent authorities, the establishment of
a European Judicial Network, the establishment of MDG, the reinforcement
of Europol and the introduction of measures for the seizure of profits from
criminal activities to combat financial crime and money-laundering.
Two years after the Council's adoption of the Action Plan, an evaluation by the MDG showed that the Member States feit snowed under by the
long list of recommendations. They had only implemented some of the
recommendations.' The Jack of implementation of the Action Plan may in
part be attributed to the fact that the Commission cannot impose any sanctions on the Member States in this field of intergovernmental decisionmaking. A new Action Plan was therefore launched,z and the Commission
initiated new methods in order to gain more insight into the implementation of the recommendations by mutual reports of the implementation,
namely in the form of a `scoreboard'.
This raises the issue of how and to what extent the Member States have
actually implemented the recommendations from the two action plans: to
what extent may the recent internal organisational reforms be directly related to these recommendations or to existing European legal instruments?
Has the joint European strategy against organised crime already resulted
in `convergente', that is, do the organisations forming part of the national
criminal law systems (in particular, police and the Public Prosecutions
Service) begin to show similar organisational features as a result of the
European unification?

'Implementation of Action Plan to Combat Organized Crime. Document 9037/99,
Brussels, 28 June 1999.
2The Prevention and Control of Organized Crime: A European Union Strategy for the
Beginning of the New Millennium. Document OJ 00/C 124/1, 3 May 2000.

TABLEI
Organised crime in various EU Member States.
EU
Member State

Degree of organised crime

Model of organised crime

Dominant features

Austria

30-35% of total crime

Belgium

Increase of the number of cases
(1997: 238 cases with 2000
subjects)
Comparatively low, no numbers

Increasing transborder crime and use of legai businesses; professionalisation; violence is exceptional
Very heterogeneous activities. In over 50% of the
cases foreigners are involved

Eastem European infiltration in organised crime; corporate
crime is mainly West-European
Drug-related crime, also financial crime, money laundering
and car trading

No national definition of organised crime; varying
degree of loose to structured groups operating on
an ad hoc basis; increasing participation of foreigners. No legal definition of organised crime. Low
hierarchical structures with clear division of tasks.
Control over businesses such as restaurants and
transport companies. Sporadic use of violence
Organisations as well as networks. Mainly French
members

Rocker community; hardly a basis for welt-known groups
such as Chinese triads and Russian mafia. Drug-related
crime dominates
Drug-related crime and alcohol smuggling; also money
laundering and motor gangs. Organised crime groups with
heterogeneous activities

Denmark

Finland

On average little concern about
organised crime

France

Organised crime is a serious problem; necessity for international
co-operation and improvement
of border controls
Organised crime is a serious prob- Strong hierarchical groups as well as temporary
networks. A considerable number of functions on
lem. In 1997, 592 preliminary
investigations, with 8098 suspects an ad hoc basis
from 100 different countries

Germany

Greece

Organised crime is increasing,
mainly serious crime

Small, vaguely hierarchical groups, of various
nationalities

Ireland

Relatively small number (12)
of established and strictly
structured groups

Organised crime with national character, few nonIrish organised criminals

Heterogeneous appearance. Al] forms of crime; drugs are
main feature. Corruption is not the intended strategy of
organised crime groups
Ethnical homogeneous and heterogeneous groups, discussion
about `foreign criminals'. Traditional appearances: drug trafficking, stolen goods, corporate crime, violent crime and
recreational crime. Increase in illegal trafficking in human
beings and cybercrime
Increase in violence with regard to drug-related crime. Also
bribery, prostitution (especially Eastem-European women), stolen cars and networks focusing on illegal immigration.
Criminal activities vary per ethnical group (Russian, Turkish,
Rumanian, Bulgarian, Yugoslavian, Asiatic)
Drug trafficking, armed robbery. Almost all groups use
violence within or between these groups. Half of the groups
are involved in money laundering

TABLEI
Continued.
EU
Member State

Degree of organised crime

Model of organised crime

Dominant features

Italy

Organised crime is perceived as
a serious problem. No statistical
information available about illegal profits of organised crime

Hierarchical organised groups. Violence used lor
sanctioning

Luxembourg

Organised crime is perceived as
a problem. In 1998 the term
`criminal organisation' became
part of the Criminal Code

Organised crime is not always structured like the
classical organised crime groups

The criminal view is stil) dominated by Mafia, Camorra,
'Ndrangheta, Apulea and Cosa Nostra. Mainly: extortion,
infiltration in public sector, illegal trading in drugs, weapons
and waste; money laundering and investment in legal markets.
Also Russian and foreign criminal groups
Money laundering, hit and run, fraud, drug trafficking, trafficking in human beings, theft ofjewellery, armed robbery
and car theft. Many foreign groups, especially from Belgium,
Italy and Yugoslavia. Fraud is a problem, as welt as the transportation infrastructure en behalf of criminal groups
Dutch, foreign and especially ethnical diverse groups. Transborder crime. Drug trafficking, fraud, trafficking and
smuggling of human beings. Exploitation of restaurants,
transport companies etc. In one third of the investigations
violence was used. Also, corruption, cryptographic
protection of criminal communications, and money laundering
Increase in financial crime, narcotics and robberies. Also: trafficking in human beings, prostitution, stolen art, paper swindle,
trading in stolen vehicles, and kidnapping. International dimension is increasing
Foreign criminals especially from UK, Germany, Italy, France,
Columbia and Morocco. Drug-related crime, also money
laundering, swindle and fraud. Violente is used by about
15% of the groups
More or less: narcotics, smuggling of alcohol and tobacco,
fraud, financial crime, illegal car trade, robbery and theft,
illegal trafficking in human beings, extortion, money
laundering, trading in arms and serieus crime such as
murder and manslaughter. Internet-crime increasingly
visible, although not explicitly linked to organised crime
Criminal activities are often instigated by demand and
chances en the market. Drug-related crime stays dominant
(large profits). Furthermore, transborder smuggling and
illegal immigration. Hardly any (specialised) corruption

The Netherlands Organised crime is perceived as
a problem

Established criminal organisations and (temporary)
networks

Portugal

No information

No information

Spain

No information. In 1997, 264 new More than half of the groups is semi to high
active criminal organisations, with structured. Only one fifth is homogeneous
a total of 3765 suspects
Spanish; less than half is transborder crime

Sweden

No solid quantitative data on the
scale. Influence on polities and
society marginal

United Kingdom No information

Dynamic; evolution of various structures,
such as stabilising crime flows, networks
between criminal individuals, and specific
groups which originate from networks

No information
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CHANGE AND CONVERGENCE IN POLIGE AND JUSTICE ORGANISATIONS

The question as to whether the national criminal law systems within the
EU actually converge, was the central theme of an EU-wide research project
financed by the Falcone Programme of the European Commission and cofinanced by the Research and Documentation Centre (WODC) (see Den
Boer and Doelle 2000). The research showed, among others, which EU
legal instruments are likely to have a converging effect.
For example, regulations with respect to the European Drugs Unit (or
EDU) - the predecessor of Europol - meant that each Member State had
to set up a national drugs unit in order to improve the channelling of soft
data. Europol currently co-operates with 15 national units that are responsible for the central co-ordination of information flows arising from decentralised, regional or local criminal investigation departments. The
Europol Agreement also generates other harmonising effects, such as the
establishment of a joint mechanism for the collection and evaluation of
information enabling Europol to use comparative information for the drawing-up of an annual situation report on organised crime. Article 24 of the
Europol Agreement requires each Member State to appoint a national supervisory body for the control of personal data flows.
In its first recommendation, the aforementioned Action Plan to Combat Organized Crime states that each Member State must determine how
it wishes to set up structures to combat organised crime. Nevertheless according to the Action Plan - the European Council should emphasise
the importance of proper co-ordination between the competent authorities
at a national level, enabling, in particular, law enforcement authorities to
improve the exchange of information and joint actions. Such a recommendation may not have a binding character due to the fact that the organisation of the national investigative and law enforcement authorities is still a
matter of national sovereignty.
Various Member States had already set up such a structure prior to the
adoption of the recommendation by the Council. A good example is the
national anti-mafia authority in Italy (Direzione nazionale antimaffia) set up
in 1991 with a national mandate by the Central Public Prosecutions Department for the co-ordination of investigations in the field of organised crime.
As yet, no Member State has a national co-ordination unit with a general
mandate for both police and judicial co-operation. Other relevant recommendations from the 1997 Action Plan referring to structurel changes include:
- The institution of national desks (Recommendation 19). Virtually all
Member States already have national desks for Europol, Interpol and
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Sirene (in few cases - e.g. the Netherlands - these desks have developed a joint interface).
- The establishment of multidisciplinary teams at a national level (Recommendation 20). (The implementation of this Recommendation is still
meagre, even though Italy and the Netherlands have permanent teams,
while Great Britain has set up ad-hoc teams).
- The institution of the European Judicial Network to be accompanied
by the designation of a central desk for the exchange of information between national legal authorities (Recommendation 21).
Several other legal instruments and institutional structures influence the
establishment of national criminal law systems, such as the Schengen
Agreements - by now incorporated in the EU Treaty - the European Antifraud Office (OLAF), the future establishment of Eurojust, the Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters adopted in May 2000, and
a series of joint actions.3
A methodological problem that occurred during our research is that it
is virtually impossible to unequivocally trace the organisational problems
of these European impulses. Often - e.g. in the Netherlands and Belgium
that both had a parliamentary inquiry with far-reaching consequences there are national developments that (also) lead to organisational reforms.
Another difficult aspect of the research was the relatively early measurement of these reforms: after all, most EU instruments discussed above had
only recently been adopted and/or entered into force. Nevertheless, much
information could be obtained on the basis of standard questionnaires with
respect to the current (but ever-changing) structures relating to the fight
against organised crime in the EU Member States.

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURES IN THE EU MEMBER STATES

A first general finding is that all Member States4 have to some extent drawn
attention to organised crime, which is also reflected in the organisational
structure. Below a concise summary of the most relevant changes and the
structural characteristics per Member State is presented, thereby taking into
account the fact that it does not concern an exhaustive analysis of the criminal law organisation, but of parts of that organisation involved in the investigation and prosecution of organised crime.
'E.G. the Community action of 21 December 1998 (...) regarding the criminalisation
of participation in a criminal organisation in the Member States of the European Union,
OJ 98/L351/1, 29 December 1998.
4Due to circumstances no report was filed on Portugal.
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Austria
A few years ago the organised crime team was expanded and new legislation was adopted with respect to special investigative methods. Organised
crime has, in particular, acted as a catalyst for the implementation of reorganisations and innovations also applying to the investigation and prosecution of other types of crime. The Directorate-General of Public Safety
of the Federal Ministry of Home Affairs incorporates a department specialised in organised crime. There are also a number of special teams, e.g.
for drugs-related crime and terrorism. The Public Prosecutions Department
has hardly implemented any changes, but since 1994/95, the Viennese
Public Prosecutions Department has had a special department for organised crime. Expected reorganisations are mostly caused by the need for
increased efficiency in the handling of cases.
Belgium
The recently changed police system of Belgium has a Federal Police Force,
a merger of the former national facilities for the investigation of organised crime at the Gendarmerie and the Judicial Police (National Investigation Bureau and the National Brigade, respectively). The reforms were
caused mostly by the disappointing outcomes and results of investigations
into the Nijvel Gang and the Dutroux case. The General Police Support
Service was established in 1994, among others, to promote international
co-operation. In that capacity, it incorporates the national desks of Interpol, Europol and Sirene; this centralisation of information flows means
that Recommendation 19 of the EU Action Plan had already been implemented. International co-operation has been integrated into the Commissariat-General of the Federal Police.
The Board of Procurators-General was established in 1997 as a result
of the Government's Federal Action Plan against organised crime dating
from 1996. Some national magistrates assist the Board and their mandate
is mostly related to facilitating international co-operation. As a result of
the so-called Octopus operation, a Federal Public Prosecutions Department
will also be established. Under the supervision of a Federal Public Procurator, this department will supervise the activities of the Judicial Police,
the federal anti-corruption unit and the federal central police database storing all police data. A large number of multidisciplinary teams are also active in Belgium, for example, in the field of hormone trade, meat fraud
and trafficking in human beings.
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Denmark
Department A of the National Police Commissioner (rigspolitichefen) is
entrusted with the control of organised crime in Denmark. This department
also acts as the international desk and accommodates teams for combating
serious crime and serious economic crime. ANational Investigation Bureau
was established recently, in particular, as a result of the problems with motor gangs. A steering committee on `organised crime' is responsible for the
prioritising of investigation and prosecution of organised crime in Denmark.
The Danish Public Prosecutions Department has no national co-ordination unit. It acts as a permanent multidisciplinary unit, in particular, due
to the recruitment of external financial experts. The international department of the Ministry of Justice acts as central desk for requests from abroad
and also incorporates the national units of Europol, Interpol and, upon the
implementation of Schengen (25 March 2001) also Sirene.
Finland
The Ministry of Home Affairs manages the Finnish police organisation.
The National Investigation Bureau responsible for the prevention and
investigation of, among others, international, organised, professional,
economic and other serious crime also resides under this Ministry. The
principle of subsidiarity determines that it must have a national, transprovincial or international character.
An important reform within the Finnish Public Prosecutions Department
in 1997 concerned the establishment of a General Public Prosecutions
Bureau. The National Public Prosecutors of this bureau focus on cases of
national importance. The changes relating to the police and judicial authorities can be traced back, in particular, to the political transformation
of the Soviet Union, and the accompanying changes in crime (criminals
from Russia and Estonia leaving their marks with regard to petty theft,
illegal trading of spirits and traffic regulations).
Finland's accession to Schengen has also led to lome changes in the
criminal law system. Other recent developments concern a proposal to
expand the pro-active investigative methods and the criminalisation of
participation in the activities of a criminal organisation.

France
The general management of the national police force includes several services that are important in relation to the control of organised crime (antidrugs, anti-terrorism, anti-mafia). Reorganisations were motivated by both
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external and interral events. In 1995, the Ministry of Justice established a
unit to combat organised crime. Currently, eight departments come under
the central management of the Central Investigation Department concerned
with money counterfeiting, drug trafficking, robbery, antique and art, wegpons, and fmancial crime. Most recently, in 1996, a central bureau for clandestine migration and illegal labour was established. A sub-department of
the Ministry of Justice is responsible for international co-operation while
the Service de coopération technique internationale depolice comes under
the Ministry of Home Affairs. Over the past years, the Public Prosecutions
Department has introduced some reorganisations, including the establishment of a Bureau to combat organised crime. Most multidisciplinary teams
date from before 1990 and are therefore not the result of the EU Action Plan.
Germany
The police forces of Germany are organised per Land. The exception is the
Bundeskriminalamt (BKA) in Wiesbaden. The BKA activities are carried
out mostly on the basis of the principle of subsidiarity. The BKA is responsible for an investigation upon the request of the Federal Chief Public Prosecutor. The BKA also has a mandate in the field of international organised
crime and Interpol cases. The Landeskriminalc mter carry out independent
investigations into serious criminal offences, such as offences in the field of
drugs, serious economic and environmental crime. Germany has implemented few changes as a direct result of European legal instruments.

Greece
The Greek police force, coming under the Ministry of Public Order, has
powers throughout the country. Special police units are concerned with,
among others, anti-terrorism and drugs.
The Directorate of Security includes the international police co-operation
department-also acting as central desk. There is also an inter-ministertal unit
for drugs-related crime. The Directorate of Public Security has, in particular,
a mandate related to organised crime, but anti-constitutional and inter-state
types of crime fall within the powers of the Directorate of State Security.
No reorganisations have been implemented within the Public Prosecutions Department, but the role of the public prosecutors has been upgraded
on account of the prosecution of money-laundering activities and participation in Sirene. A bureau was also established to combat economic and financial crime. Although a number of reforms may be attributed to Greece's
membership of the EU, the most important motive for the reforms was to
improve efficiency.
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Ireland
As a result of the Europol Agreement, the Garda Síochána incorporates a
national unit. The Criminal Assets Bureau is another important body in
the fight against organised crime. Requests for mutual assistance are transferred via the National Criminal Intelligence Unit of the Garda; Europol
and Interpol contacts, however, are maintained via the Liaison and Protection Service of the Garda.
The Bureau of the Director of Public Prosecutions does not have a department specialising in organised crime. In 1996, a package of legai measures was issued to deal with organised crime. National impulses were the
underlying reason for this innovation; the EU Action Plan has not booked
any visible results.
Italy
Specialisation is a typical feature of the criminal law system in Italy. At
the beginning of the 1990s, a twofold system was introduced within the
criminal investigation department and the public prosecutions department,
namely a pillar focusing on `ordinary' organised crime and a pillar focusing on the mafia. During this period, an anti-mafia directorate was also
established. The Directorate of Public Safety of the Ministry of Home
Affairs co-ordinates the activities of the three most important police services in a Central Directorate of the Criminal Police Force. It is responsible
for e.g. the national, Europol, Interpol and Sirene units (still separate facilities). Arecent reform concerns the Carabinieri that has become a fourth
array corps residing directly under the Ministry of Defence. Once more,
direct influence of the Action Plan on the (re)organisation of the internal
organisational structure is hardly noticeable.
Luxembourg
On 1 January 2000, the two Luxembourg police services merged, preceded
byjoint projects and close co-operation. Within this new national service,
there is an investigation department focusing on complex and serious crime,
includirig organised crime, drugs-related crime and illegal immigration.
Prior to 1990, there was no special unit in the field of organised crime.
The EU Action Plan was not responsible for the creation of a new service.
The Public Prosecutions Department is organised on the basis of specialisation (e.g. financial-economic crime). There is no co-ordination unit
within the Public Prosecutions Department; this task is entrusted to the
general Public Prosecutor. Although there are no permanent, integrated,
multidisciplinary teams, the co-operation between the police force and
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customs has improved as a result of the close co-operation regarding the
collection of information. The bureau for international police co-operation acts as a central desk and is also responsible for the exchange of inforrnation between Europol, Sirene and Interpol.

The Netherlands
Over the past years, several reorganisations have been implemented that
can in part be traced back to the Inter-regional Crime Squad (IRT) debacle. The call for an improved exchange of international information has
not resulted in the unequivocal centralisation of co-ordination facilities.
The reorganisation of the Dutch police force dates from 1993 and has little to do with internationalisation tendencies. Nevertheless, the increase
in scale has contributed to an improved organisation of the exchange of
police information. Recent reorganisations concern the merger of the National Criminal Intelligence Service, the National Crime Squad and the
offices of transport and technical support into the National Criminal Intelligence Division. The former Inter-regional Crime Squads, currently referred to as core teams, each have their own specialist area.
Within the Public Prosecutions Department, the establishment of the
Board of Procurators-General and the National Public Prosecutor's Office
are significant changes. The recent creation of the International Co-ordination Centres and a national equivalent must also be noted. An actual result
of the EU Action Plan is that the Interpol, Europol and Sirene desks may
in future be consulted simultaneously. Other organisational changes are
not the direct result of EU legal instruments, but the respondents nevertheless recognise impulses.
Spain
The Central Criminal Intelligence Division incorporates different teams
with units carrying out investigations into organised crime and forms part
of the National Police Service. Important elements include the units which
focus on drugs-related and organised crime, and the National Drugs Plan.
Meanwhile, an inter-ministerial anti-drugs working party has been established at the request of the Spanish Parliament. Multidisciplinary teams
are rare in Spain, except occasionally in the context of a specific judicial
investigation. The services of Interpol, Europol, the National Drugs Crime
Bureau and the liaison officers are centralised. Little is known about the
question as to whether and which organisational adjustments are the result of European standardisations.
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Sweden
The Swedish government emphatically states that priority must be given to
the fight against organised crime, in conjunction with economic crime, drugsrelated crime and crimes against women. This is not directly expressed by
centralisation or reinforcement of national co-ordination. On the contrary, a
recent reform of the Public Prosecutions Department in 1996 focused on
transferring more operational responsibilities to local departments.
At a national level, there is a National Investigation Bureau subdivided
into a Criminal Investigation Department (established in 1995 in response
to the increase of organised crime), a National Police Department and a
Department for Operational Support. The Criminal Investigation Department also incorporates liaison officers and international desks, such as
Interpol, Europol and Schengen. Nationally, there are various Interregional
Investigation Squads that may be deployed at a local level. At a regional
level, there are also special crime squads that focus, among others, on organised crime, narcotics and child pornography. The Swedish Public Prosecutions Department is currently being reorganised: two special public
prosecutors are appointed at the local public prosecution departments focusing on organised crime.

United Kingdom
The police system is decentralised territorially. During the past decade,
various changes have been implemented, for the major part on account of
the prioritisation of serious and organised crime. In 1992, the National
Criminal Intelligence Service was established to co-ordinate the investigations into these types of crime. In 1998, a National Crime Squad was
established, in addition to the already existing regional crime squads. It
includes, among others, the financial crime squad, football hooliganism,
the UK Europol liaison officers, Interpol, and (in the future) also the Schengen
Information System. The Special Branch of the London Metropolitan Police has a European Liaison Department. Contrary to most continental legal
systems in Europe, the investigative authorities are entrusted with the task
of preparing the prosecution. Since 1986, there has been an independent
institution for this, in the form of the Crown Prosecution Service.

CONCLUSION: FROM DIFFERENTIATION TO CONVERGENCE?

Based on this European tour d'horizon, it can be concluded that little or
no reforms within national investigative and prosecution authorities may
be directly traced back to the regulatory impulses of the EU. It may, how-
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ever, be stated that the increasing acknowledgement of the problem of
organised crime, including the new challenges that this poses to the collection of information and criminal investigative methods, has contributed
to reforms or reorganisations. In nearly all EU Member States, this has led
to some increase in scale and/or centralisation in order to improve the
national co-ordination of investigation and prosecution. The research does
not demonstrate that centralisation is to the detriment of decentralised criminal investigation tasks.
Although the EU Action Plan has not yet realised a convergence of the
systems, the European process of integration has increased the transparency and knowledge of one another's systems. Many more internationalisation effects can be expected from this form of `horizontal cross-pollination'
(Den Boer 1999, pp. 59-74) working along bilateral contacts and informal networks. Within the current system of intergovernmental decisionmaking, the Member States seem reluctant to accept top-down influences
from Europe. In the field of justice and home affairs, they resist undesirable influences via a mechanism of vetoing and reservations. It remains to
be seen to what extent other elements of the EU Action Plan - such as the
promotion of crime prevention and combating organised crime via administrative law frameworks - have contributed to the development of a joint
strategic policy against organised crime.
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MALCOLM W. KLEIN

THOUGHTS ON JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEMS AND RESEARCH

ABSTRACT. This article updates comments published in this journal in 1994 about the
nature of the American juvenile justice system, which laid out reasons that it might not
serve as a useful model for other nations. Since that time, the US system has moved further right towards the justice model and away from the welfare model. Individualistic
philosophies and political conservatism have combined to produce a more adult-like and
punitive juvenile system, applied to increasing numbers of minors and to increasingly
younger minors. Successful demonstrations of community absorption or treatment have
been too few to balance the rightward direction. European scholars are urged to undertake increased studies in two critical areas: (1) the nature, functions, and comparative
differences in their juvenile justice systems, and (2) the nature of local communities and
their contributions to patterns of delinquency.
KEY WORDS: communities, delinquency, juvenile justice system, welfare and justice
models

INTRODUCTION

I have been asked to update a paper published in this journal in 1994, entitled `American Juvenile Justice: Method and Madness'.' In a relatively
slow moving arena such as a juvenile justice system, seven years might
seem a short time for any `updating', yet a number of changes have in fact
taken place and any comparison between Europe and the US might benefit from looking at both stabilities and changes. In the following pages, I
will respond to two charges given me, to update my earlier comments and
to provide some comparisons between the Europe and the US situation. In
the Jatter comparison, I will dwell less on the multiple European systems
and more on just two facets of juvenile justice research that 1 believe deserve the reader's attention. These facets are the place of the juvenile justice
system in affecting crime rates, and the issue of including local communities as a variable in delinquency research. I will, of necessity, be quite brief
about both of these concerns.

'An amended form of that paper has been reprinted as 'La justicia de menores en
América: Método y locura'. In: L. Arroyo, J. Montanes and C. Rechea (Eds), Estudios de
Criminologia H. Cuenca: University of Castilla-La Mancha, 1999.
0 European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 9: 273-281, 2001.
© 2001 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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AMERICAN JUVENILE JUSTICE

The earlier article in the European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research discussed some basic assumptions underlying the American juvenile justice system which help to understand the form and problems facing
it. The components of the `John Wayne' society discussed were the weight
put on the individual - individual responsibility, individual blame, and
the individual locus of reform and rehabilitation, along with individual
civil rights and liberties; the assumption of innocence until guilt is proven
- resulting in many police contacts of juveniles - and the aspect of violence.

Individualisation
In the earlier paper, 1 contrasted the verg group-oriented system in China,
which I had occasion to study during two trips, and the verg individually
oriented system in the US. It remains true today, perhaps even more so,
that individual responsibility and accountability underlie the processes of
the American system. The rationales for the court, for the police, for both
defence and prosecution, and for juvenile corrections are inherently individualistic. Americans live in a John Wayne society.
When the police arrest my grandson for an illegal behaviour (actual or
suspected), they assume his act was wilful and therefore subject to sanction. When the prosecutor argues the case in court, he argues wilful intent
whenever possible. The defence attorney flips the coin and, after first denying guilt due to inadequate evidence about my grandson, argues for
mitigating circumstances due to mental impairment, social stress, weak
self-esteem in the face of peer pressure, or poor upraising (perhaps having a criminologist as a grandfather provides poor role modelling). In
each case, the fault is eventually lodged within the individual defendant's makeup.
By the same token, the juvenile judge upon conviction determines the
best course of action based on my grandson's needs and amenability to
change (whether through treatment or punishment). And the correctional
process follows suit - correct the individual, not his social context. What
this all means for justice system rates - arrest, conviction, incarceration is that these rates should be highly responsive to changes in levels of delinquent or criminal acts. If delinquent behaviours increase, the system rates
should increase, and decreases in the first should be mirrored by decreases
in the second; the emphasis, of course, is on `should'. What has happened
in seven years? There has been an increase in this assumption of individual
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responsibility. Younger children are being remanded to adult courts, more
misdemeanour behaviours are being given felony status, `direct filing' is
replacing juvenile court discretion and enhanced sentencing procedures
are being expanded. Juvenile courts are becoming even more adult-like,
and the welfare/justice balance is leaning further to the right.

Arrest Rates
Two contravening arrest patterns are emerging, beyond the wide net noted
in the earlier paper, where I noted that because of the assumption of innocente, many young people are drawn into the justice net, and eventually
kicked out again. This is not the case in, for instance, the Netherlands, where
one tends not to be arrested and sent to the judge without a high probability of conviction. In the USA arrest rates have developed during the last
years in several directions. First, more behaviours are actionable, yielding
more arrests. Yet secondly, arrest rates of all sorts are declining dramatically. Arrest rates for `index crimes', the most serious acts, declined by
36% between 1994 and 1999 for violence, and 30% for property crimes
(see Snyder 2000). Yet paradoxically, the increase in juvenile incarceration rates in 1994 has continued. Less diversion and more detention accounts for some of this. Drug crackdowns add to the numbers. And longer
sentences complete the picture. Our punishment increases in opposition
to a major decline in arrests (and we have more police than ever yielding
these fewer arrests). This is a reflection of adult incarceration rates, which
increased from 1990 to 1998 as follows: 39% rise in parole violators returned to prison; 4% increase in new court commitments; 16% decrease
in prison releases; and a 23% increase in number of months served (Fleisher
et al. 2001).

Legitimisation of Violence
Violence begets violence in much of our John Wayne society. As 1 noted
before, there is a large willingness of the American citizenry to resort to
violence to settle disputes. Street gang rivalries yield `payback' attacks.
Sports violence helps create legitimisation of direct aggression among
players and fans. The death penalty has received major shots in the arm in
states such as Texas and Florida. But on the other hand, gang homicides
have decreased since 1994, and gun controls have made significant headway in recent federal and state legislation. Anyone want to purchase my
grandson's Uzi?
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Welfare and Justice
In my previous article, 1 painted the picture of the continuum that runs
between a welfare model at the one end and a justice model at the other:
The history of the American [juvenile justice] system over the years has been a journey along this continuum, starting at the welfare end and moving towards the justice
end. Nineteenth century refuges and reform schools, developed in the presumed best
interests of miscreant and neglected children, were the forerunners of the recourse to
a separatejuvenile court system. [...1 For this purpose, normal adult legal protection
would be unnecessary or even harmful. [...] The court knew best what was good for
the child. The child's right was to help, not necessarily to justice. This paternalistic
approach was very characteristic of the American juvenile courts until very recently,
when a series of frustrations and events occasioned a dramatic shift towards the justice model. (Klein 1994, p. 28)

As might be summarised from the foregoing, the welfare/justice balance
has been continuing its shift towards the justice model. Some scholars now
seriously suggest that the juvenile court is hardly distinguishable from the
adult criminal court, and should be abandoned. In many states, the juvenile's advocate in court is no longer the friendly probation officer or social service worker, but a court-appointed defence attorney. The prosecutor
now appears in each juvenile hearing, and of course pushes whenever
possible for remand to an adult court. Criminal court proceedings have
become standard in many juvenile courts, and confidentiality is disappearing. The `tarnished superparent' is having its authority seriously
eroded.

Academic Theories
Over time, we have seen waves of contrasting theoretical assumptions
underlying juvenile justice approaches. The original medical model was
replaced by opportunity theory, then by labelling theory, and now by deterrence theory. It is the path from paternalism to legalism, from mitigating social processen to just deserts. Up until the early 1990s, the US had
seen an uneasy implicit bargain between liberals and conservatives. The
liberals got the status offenders and non-serious delinquents to be 'normalised' or treated in community agencies. The conservatives got the more
serious offenders, along with the freedom to reduce the age of responsibility, legalise the juvenile court, remand more cases to adult court, and
send juveniles into adult correctional settings. But the liberals lost on two
fronts. Firstly with the decriminalisation of status offenders, they lost their
handle on these youth. Secondly, the conservative politics and economics
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from Reagan to Bush to Clinton have yielded fewer community alternatives for processing delinquents. The bargain leans strongly only to the
right.
What happened to many of the major welfare-oriented movements in
the American juvenile justice system? Let me repeat what I noted in the
1994 paper because in the seven years since then, the trends have expanded:
- Deinstitutionalisation has led to `staff secure' programmes in the community, what Irving Spergel has called `community incarceration'.
- Diversion has been less 'true diversion', but diversion simply to alternative systems of control, as in mental health systems; diverted youth
have traded the label of `delinquent' for that of `disturbed'.
- Our American police divert fewer offenders than ever. Once arrested,
they are sent further up into the system.
Court welfare services - probation and parole - have become suppression
services. They eschew roles in facilitating educational, counselling, and
employment opportunities for released offenders, in favour of increased
surveillance to facilitate returning offenders to court and detention. As I
noted before:
The results of all these trends and more has been to increase, rather than decrease,
the number of American youth under some form of formal control. Despite all the
rhetoric of community corrections, we have been turning to an expanded justice
system to do our job for us. The community, in the quest of expanding its absorptive capacities, actually abrogates more of its control function to the justice amoeba
which is invited to intrude like pseudopods into our schools and agencies (Klein
1994, p. 39).

THOUGHTS ON EUROPEAN JUVENILE JUSTICE RESEARCH

I have found during my visits that European criminological libraries and
collections contain a wide range of American works. The reverse is not
true; most American collections, including my own, are far more insular,
containing only scattered reference works on European crime and justice.
My comments on European juvenile justice systems in this article are based
on some personal observations and conversations as well as on a seemingly unordered array of materials available to me (e.g. Klein 1984; Klein
1989; Junger-Tas et al. 1994; Weitekamp and Kerner 1994; Galaway and
Hudson 1996; Tonry 1997; WerdmSlder 1997; Mehlbye and Walgrave
1998; Klein et al. 2001).
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Juvenile Justice Systems
Publication of Western Systems of Juvenile Justice (Klein 1984) resulted
from a meeting in Wupertal, Germany in which it was learned that confereer from different European nations had little idea what the juvenile systems in each country looked like. Indeed, it appeared that these juvenile
delinquency scholars at the meeting had little idea about how to go about
describing them to others. The 1984 book provided a mechanism for comparative depiction of these systems for the first time. In doing so, it revealed a great deal of variability from country to country, hut also revealed
a common metric that could be used, the continuum from welfare to justice systems.
What was not clear in those system pictures, including those from England, The Netherlands, Germany, Denmark and Sweden, was how formalised the systems might be. The 1994 paper in this journal implicitly warned
against too much formalisation by referring to two system charts from the
US. The first, from Denver, Colorado, depicted 60 decision points as juveniles made their way through the system. The second, depicting only
the probation system in Los Angeles, requires a 1 0-foot rollout chart which
indicated 138 decision points. The bureaucratisation of the American system defeats rationality and seriously delays both useful welfare and justice goals.
But if European systems are less formalised than those in America, this
does not mean that they cannot be studied. Yet my informal journey through
the literature shows little appreciation by European scholars of the role and
contributions of their juvenile systems. In their 1992 book on juvenile issues in nine countries, Mehlbye and Walgrave note that "elementary
knowledge of countries and their systems was insufficient for an adequate
problem formulation" for comparative research. Tonry's 1997 volume on
crime, ethnicity and immigration covers six European countries, but with
absolutely no attention to juvenile justice systems (despite the obvious fact
that the children of refugee and immigrant families are in many instances
seriously over-represented in delinquency rates and, more recently, in street
gang development).
In the 1996 Galaway and Hudson compilation of articles on restorative
justice-an increasingly popular alternative to the welfare and justice models-eight European discussions yield only two explicit concerns with the
juvenile justice system. Two volumes on self-report delinquency are surprisingly light on concern for the justice systems. In one (Klein 1989), only
the chapters by Junger-Tas for The Netherlands and Albrecht for Germany
deal directly with system implications. In the other (Junger-Tas et al. 1994),
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the juvenile system is almost completely ignored as a context within which
to understand comparative self-reported delinquent acts. And finally, I note
that the 1994 compilation of works reporting longitudinal approaches includes nine European chapters, none of which involves the system as one
component of the development of criminal careers (Weitekamp and Kerner
1994).
In sum, 1 find surprisingly little interest in the formal and legal systems
as bulwarks against or contributors to delinquency rates and rate differences between countries. As the European Union comes more into focus,
and as European criminologists come together increasingly in the years
ahead, planned collaborative research on the nature and contributions of
comparative juvenile justice systems would seem very much in order.
Communities
Much American criminology has engaged the multiple issues of the community context of crime and delinquency, but not with an equal concern
for comparative community effects. A recent discussion among some European criminologists, reported in the final chapter of The EurogangParadox (Klein et al. 2001), revealed a fascinating if discouraging pattern.
Participants described a wide variety of community definitions and structural patterns. There was little agreement about how communities in Europe contributed to crime problems, or even how to go about studying this.
As with myjourney through recent literature for the juvenile justice system, my research for concerns with community research has been frustrating. Clearly, restorative justice issues are centrally involved with the role of
the community. The problems of fragmented communities, stigmatisation
of high-crime conimunities, and residential turnover are examples of concerns in the development of restorative justice models. But it is more community members than community structures or community organisation
that predominates.
In contrast, most works 1 have reviewed on crime and immigration in
Europe are surprisingly light on the nature of the immigrant communities
that may spawn unrepresentative crime rates. Planeed comparative studies seem yet to be envisioned. Nowhere, for instance, have I found a concern for the fact that local communities change over time, obviously a
pivotal concern in considering changing delinquency and crime rates.
In this respect, however, I find the ethnographers to be ahead of the rest
of us. In my own world of street gang research, for instance, there are lome
fine examples of research that include community forms and functions as
a critical aspect of gang formations and behaviour. I recommend review-
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ing such studies in Glasgow (Patrick 1973), Manchester (Mares 2001), Oslo
(Lien 2001), Amsterdam (Werdmólder 1997), and Kazan (Salagaev 2001).
Delinquents come from the community. Their parents are community
members. The practitioners of the welfare and justice systems live in, are
socialised in, and practice in the community. Upon release from the police
or court or correctional institutions, youth return to the community.
The community spawns delinquency and it reabsorbs the offender. It
even generates much of the politics of justice. It seems to me unreasonable to undertake research on delinquency without due consideration to
the community. It is therefore also necessary to study more carefully what
we mean by `the community' and to study variations of community structuren and functions. Delinquency, juvenile justice systems, and the communities that embrace both of these are the legitimate provenance of
criminological research. Comparative studies of each, separately and in
combination, could be the frosting on the European Society of Criminology's cake.
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WILLY BRUGGEMAN

INTERNATIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT CO-OPERATION:
A CRITICAL ASSESSMENT

ABSTRACT. Almost all European countries are member countries of Interpol, the World
Customs Organisation and the United Nations. Some of them are Benelux and Schengen
countries, and 15 are EU Member States. With this in mind, Europe can be considered, in
policing terms, as being made up of a series of concentric and overlapping circles. The
`map' shows overlapping institutional sources, territorial remits, functional specialisations
and strategie emphasis. This article focuses on recent developments in European police
co-operation, as well as judicial co-operation. International law enforcement co-operation is more and more influenced by basic political developments. Based on a rather complex, and sometimes confusing patchwork of institutions, there is a growing influence of
intergovernmental based new developments. In particular prevention and combating organised crime are the main reasons for new and more professional ways of improved
horizontal co-operation.
KEY WORDS: European co-operation, Europol, police co-operation, Schengen treaty

INTRODUCTION

Any discussion on policing in Europe at this moment in time, is both opportune and problematic. Opportune in the lense that we appear to have
entered a distinct period in which European governments see real benefits
in striving towards enhanced practical police and justice co-operation, both
as a response to perceived threats to order and security and as means of
compensating for the removal of border controls. Problematic, since it can
be argued at a European level that we are on shifting Bands - with highly
flexible strategie and tactical alliances and/or conflicts between supranational
bodies, individual European Member States, police organisations and their
constituencies. Nevertheless, it was expected that international police cooperation in Western Europe would undergo a great deal of change (see
Fijnaut 1993, p. 9).
Before studying these changes, 1 would like to examine a number of
historical, political and practical elements. The question then artses as to
whether or not Schengen, the Treaty of the European Union in general and
the Europol Convention are the start of a new wave?

► A European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 9: 283-290, 2001.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN EUROPEAN POLIGE CO-OPERATION

Leaving aside the example of bilateral co-operation between nation-states,
this contribution is primarily concerned with recent forms of police cooperation in Europe in general, and in the EU in particular.
From the perspective of the 1990s, European police co-operation is
an opaque and complex patchwork of institutions (official or otherwise),
agreements and structures, which aim to promote different forms of cooperation. Looking back across the 1970s and early 1980s, from the
perspective of 1993 and the Treaty of the European Union, police cooperation emerges as a series of ad hoc developments. The most significant structures for Europe are, without doubt, Interpol, the World Customs
Organisation (WCO), Schengen and the European Union intergovernmental Trevi-derived network, this being the Third Pillar in general and
Europol in particular. The Lord Scarman Centre for the Study of Public
Order presented police co-operation as operating at three interrelated
levels:
- a macro-level, concerned with constitutional and international legal
agreements and the harmonisation of national laws and regulations;
- a meso-level, concerned with police operational structures, practices,
procedures and technology;
- a micro-level, concerned with the prevention and detection of specific
offences and crime problems (Benyon et al. 1993, p. 351).
A general study shows that the complexity is a reflection of the organisational reality, best characterised as a "crowded police space" (Hebenton
and Thomas 1995, p. 40). European police co-operation can be viewed
positively as such a space, with different countries and interest groups,
being responsible for placing the emphasis on particular areas of co-operation. In fact, almost all the European countries are member countries
of Interpol, the WCO and the United Nations. Some of them are Benelux
and Schengen countries, and 15 are EU Member States. With this in mind,
Europe can be considered, in policing terms, as being made up of a series
of concentric and overlapping circles. The `map' shows overlapping institutional sources, territorial remits, functional specialisations and strategic emphasis.
On the one hand this seems to stem from the fact that "several conventions exist on the same subject or are drawn up by the same partners, acting in different regional capacities (Council of Europe, Schengen countries,
Benelux, EPC conventions, followed by the European Union Third Pillar
conventions)" (Delmas-Marty 1997, p. 179).
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This overlapping situation and the risk of duplication and redundancy
is not only a matter of information storage, but mainly a problem of task
differentiation and authority. Nowadays, the EU authorities are very much
looking for an EU/Schengen framework for keeping police co-operation
under full 'political' control. On a theoretical basis, various possibilities
of increasing co-operation are: contact - liaison -* co-ordination ->joint
action -* parallel laws -> the harmonisation of penal laws and/or criminal
procedure -> common law - communautarisation (First Pillar).
It should be stressed that also within the Interpol concept, a regional
(European) approach became visible at the moment when new EC developments were initiated.' Schengen was created as a forerunner system for
Europol, and the Schengen Convention should be read and analysed in this
context. But, the Maastricht/Amsterdam logic became partly less ambitious than the Schengen approach, and certainly as far as cross-border
operational co-operation is concerned. In the EU context, for many purposes, including policing, Member States continue to view the European
level as a legitimate arena for action and decisions. However, while this
function requirement is dated, 1 should also argue that the Member States
are engaged in a process of bargaining within the framework of mediumterm strategic goals, from which both the scope of co-operation and the
institutional form of co-operation will emerge. Since November 1993, and
the entry into force of the Maastricht Treaty, the EU Council of Justice
and Home Affairs Ministers have co-ordinated a number of once distinct
EC fora. While at one level it can be argued that the Treaty presents a qualitative shift in at least the politics of police co-operation, with a general agreement on the need to pursue co-operation in the fields of justice and home
affairs, it may be a mistake to view the shift as non-problematic.

RECENT POLIGE AND JUDICIAL CO-OPERATION

International co-operation in criminal matters may take different forms.
Some of them have a long tradition, others are of recent origin (see Swart
2001).
Some of them are relatively complicated and only granted when many
different conditions have been met, others are more easily obtained. Some
of them involve police authorities only, others require the intervention of
public prosecutors and courts.
'Such as S. Frigaard, who is Head of the European Regional Office at Interpol. This inter-police organisation has no underlying Convention and no intergovernmental authority.
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Roughly speaking there are four different forms of international cooperation in criminal matters subject to recent developments: extradition,
mutual assistance in the investigation and prosecution of criminal offences,
transfer of criminal proceedings, and transfer of the enforcement of criminal justice.
Nevertheless and notwithstanding all recent initiatives, most of the
Member States of the European Union seem to be concerned about an
increase of cross-border crime, which is linked to economic integration
and increased permeability of borders. Unlike a few years ago a growing number seems to be willing to consider a harmonisation, or at least
approximation, of legislation on serious cross-border crime (see Monar
1999).
Even the Member States of the European Union continue to be deeply
divided, however, over the question of providing European bodies (such
as Europol) with the possibilities of carrying out cross-border operations
and vesting them with supranational powers. Ideas launched so far include:
- A gradual harmonisation of national criminal laws involving a harmonisation of minimum penalties for certain offences (initially perhaps even
in absence of harmonised constituent elements) and (perhaps later) a
harmonisation of the constituent elements of certain offences. These offences could include organised crime, drug trafficking, money laundering and terrorism.
- Improving co-operation between police and judicial authorities in the
areas of prevention, investigation, prosecution, court proceedings and
enforcement.
- A further strengthening of the role of Europol, for instance, by making
it obligatory for the Member States to supply Europol with operational
data. The issue of vesting Europol itself with operational powers has
proved to be very controversial.
- The creation of a unit ('Eurojust') composed of national prosecutors or
magistrates vested with certain powers to prosecute cross-border criminal activities. National liaison officers could be posted to this body, each
of which would have the task of initiating and directing investigations
within his national territory according to national law.
- The conclusion of agreements with third countries (the Candidate countries, the USA, Switzerland or Russia, for instance) on matters of police co-operation and criminal justice.
Underlying any discussion and development of enforcement remains the
principle of legality which gives enforcement its legitimacy. There are three
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principles of legality and they are present in all national legal systems and
international human rights instruments:2
- nullem crimen sine lege - no crime without law;
- nulla poena sine lege - no punishment without law;
- non-retroactivity ratione personae (no ex postfacto application of law).
The first two principles have been discussed in the international jurisprudence and existing doctrines on this subject. Professor Bassioumi added
the third principle.
So horizontal enforcement is the rule. Horizontal enforcement means,
enforcing criminal law at the national level. The advantage is obvious, the
entire machinery of national criminal law can be used for enforcement
purposes. Nevertheless, the two main obstacles to horizontal enforcement
are the following: possible `political' unwillingness to prosecute, and the
necessary criminalisation of the act in order to permit prosecution (Mueller
and Besharov 1999, pp. 257-267).
An international tribunal directly enforcing an international norm is
vertical enforcement. The only possible fora so far where direct prosecution is possible have been three:
1. the tribunal(s) provided for under the 1919 Treaty of Versailles (which
in the end resulted in national prosecutions in Leipzig);
2. the International Military Tribunal for the Far East (the Tokyo trials) at
the end of World War II;
3. the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia in The
Hague (see Yepes-Enriquez 2001).
Based on the horizontal approach especially in the United Nations and in
the European Union, there has been an exponential growth in the numbers
of international instruments with various aspects of international criminal
law (Van den Wyngaert 2000, p. 1091). More and more national courts
are confronted with questions of international criminal law. As indicated
before, the police were the first to face the practical difficulties of investigating transnational cases, but newjudges, prosecutors and advocates are
gradually waking up to the fact that international criminal law exists. Many
important new international criminal law conventions have been opened

2Article 11(2) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; Article 15(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and Politica] Rights: Article 7(1) of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedom; Article 9 of the
American Convention of Human Rights; Article 6 of the African Charter on Human and
People's Rights.
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for signature, including the Rome Statute for an International Criminal
Court (1998), the Conventions on Terrorist Bombings (1994) and on the
Financing of Terrorism (2000); the EU Convention on Mutual Assistance
in Criminal Matters (2000) and the UN Convention against Transnational
Organised Crime (2000). In particular the two last Conventions show the
tendency to focus on organised/serious transnational crime, rather than on
specific crime areas.
Universaljurisdiction refers to the assertion ofjurisdiction over offences,
regardless of the place where they are committed or the nationality of the
perpetrators. It is held to apply to a range of offences when repression by
all States is justified, or required as a matter of international public policy.
Certain offences are regarded as being subject to universal jurisdiction as
a matter of customary international law. A key distinction must be made
between those offences in relation to which states are obliged to assert
universal jurisdiction (mandatory universal jurisdiction) and those offences
in relation to which a state may, if it so chooses, assert universal jurisdiction (permissive universal jurisdiction) (see Dutli, forthcoming).
During the last few years both pressure groups and some governments
have increasingly criticised the persisting difficulties.in citizens' rights of
access to justice in relation to cross-border litigation (that is, litigation
which involves parties from different states or cases in which evidence has
to be received in a state other than where the proceedings take place). Some
ministers, especially Mrs Elisabeth Guigou from France, have repeatedly
pointed to the difficulties citizens experience in finding out which judicial
authority to approach, what they have to do to enforce their rights and how
to obtain legal aid. Serious problems allo persist with the serving of legal
documents in another Member State, and with the enforcement of judgements. Most of the Member States regard these deficits as incompatible
not only with an "area of freedom, security and justice" hut also with the
Internal Market and Citizenship of the Union. A majority of the Member
States seem willing to consider gradual harmonisation in the area of civil
law and a more extensive use of mutual recognition in the area of criminal
law. Suggestions made so far include:
- The harmonisation of certain areas of civil law. In the sphere of substantive law this could include the law of contracts, tort, family law, wills
and succession. In the sphere ofprocedural legislation this could include
the service of documents, taking evidence, legal aid, provisional measures and enforcement of judgements.
- An extension of the automatic recognition and enforcement of court decisions beyond the areas covered in the Brussels and Lugano Conventions.
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A simplification (or even abolition) of exequatur requirements.
The mutual recognition of criminal judgements, with the introduction
of fast track extradition for convicted persons as a first step and the abolition of the need for a requirement of extradition for sentenced persons
as a second step.
The introduction of `European arrest warrants'.
The establishment of time limits for the execution of requests for mutual legal assistance.
The harmonisation of `judicial' rights of citizens in areas such as access to justice and compensation for damages.

MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS

The information presented above allows us to make the following conclusions about the main strategic and political developments. The basis principles are now:
- moving from a thematic towards a more general (organised crime) oriented approach;
- the first wave of agreements was based on a thematic approach, focussing
on specific phenomena such as drugs, counterfeiting, terrorism, chemical weapons, etcetera;
- the second wave approach is of a more general nature, focussing on
organised crime as such (e.g. United Nations Convention against transnational organised crime (2000); EU Convention on mutual legal assistance in criminal matters (1999);
- basic impacting of new geographical entities, focussing more and more
on political changes (UN, EU, Council of Europe) and giving progressively a special focus on bilateral, international, cross-border, extraterritoria) actions (joint teams, peace-keeping missions);
- from a national (principle of sovereignty) towards a horizontal supranational law enforcement (investigation) level. However, vertical enforcement stil) remains the exception and seems to be easier when
implementing administrative policing. Repressive supranational activities are recent and remain exceptional;
- rising influences of new interests such as human rights in general, and
privacy interest in particular;
- from unofficial towards official ways of co-operation, mostly based on
intergovernmental law enforcement (Schengen, Europol);
- moving from a limited police, towards a global police/justice (e.g. Provisional Eurojust) way of co-operation.
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CONCLUSIONS

International law enforcement co-operation is more and more influenced
by basis political developments. Based on a rather complex, and sometimes confusing patchwork of institutions, there is a growing influence of
intergovernmental based new developments. In particular prevention and
combating organised crime are the main reasons for new and more professional ways of improved horizontal co-operation. Vertical enforcement
is the exception and remains limited to `war' situations.
It might be expected that especially within the EU framework the abolition of border control remains the main reason for the creation of intense
police and justice co-operation. However, European Union Member States
are not prepared to provide European bodies with the possibility of carrying
out cross-border operations and vesting them with supranational powers.
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THE EUROPEAN FORUM FOR VICTIM-OFFENDER MEDIATION
AND RESTORATIVE JUSTICE

ABSTRACT. The European Forum for Victim-Offender Mediation and Restorative Justice is a non-governmental organisation set up because European victim-offender mediation projects had seldom established contacts beyond national borders. Informal contacts
revealed that practitioners, academics and policy makers were looking for a more regular exchange and mutual support in developing victim-offender mediation and other restorativejustice practices. This article gives an overview of the background to restorative
justice and victim-offender mediation, and pays attention to the development of the Forum, its current aims, objectives and activities, and other (policy) developments at a
supranational level.
KEY WORDS: European co-operation, mediation, restorative justice, victim-offender
mediation

ON VICTIM-OFFENDER MEDIATION AND RESTORATIVE JUSTICE

The theoretical debate on how the consequences of an offence can be faced
and resolved by those immediately involved, namely the victim and the
offender, had already started in Europe by the late 1960s. In that period,
concrete proposals for innovative projects were formulated in various European countries. The discussion took place in the same period or even
before the first experiments on victim-offender mediation were set up in
Canada and th&US in the mid-1970s. Moreover, some of the first NorthAmerican initiatives were clearly influenced by the theoretical work of
European scholars. For these reasons, we should not see victim-offender
mediation - or restorative justice in general - as a mere import from the
Anglo-Saxon world.
In European countries, the present form of victim-offender mediation
came into existence in the 1980s. Initially, it showed a rather slow development. Although experiments were deemed positive, not least by the victims and offenders involved, the movement did not immediately receive
the influence and support that was hoped for. The approach was very new
within the culture of legal professionals and criminal justice policy makers. In most countries more than a whole decade had to pass in order to
develop a practice of some significance. The creation of a legal framework
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sometimes provided an important impetus, but did not lead everywhere to
the expected breakthrough. From a quantitative point of view the practice
remained rather limited. From a qualitative point of view, however, many
small-scale experiments and also some national programmes provided,
in this first phase, conclusive evidence that this way of responding to crime
contained a strong innovative potential.
During the 1990s, the number of mediation programmes and the amount
of cases dealt with on an annual basis increased steadily in European countries. Victim-offender mediation in some countries has now become a well
founded practice, in which notable attention is being paid to the selection
of appropriate cases and the support and the training of mediators. In some
of these countries volunteers play an important role in daily mediation practice, whereas in other countries the intervention is highly professionalised.
Diversity is equally shown in the type of relationship that the mediation
services have with the criminal justice system: from exclusively systembased to primarily community-based. The practice - contrary to the common belief- does not in any way remain limited to property or less serious
offences. Although the focus of victim-offender mediation in some European countries is still predominantly onjuveniles, the application in general criminal law is gaining more and more acceptance. Experience of
mediation in the successive stages of the criminal justice process, also after
sentencing, is growing.
The Jatter refers to the increasing trend of promoting restitution and redress as eminent principles of criminal justice in general. In this sense,
victim-offender mediation is just one - but in the present European context the most important-model ofrestorative justice. Restorative justice,
then, is seen as a broad approach oriented on repairing as far as possible
the harm caused by a crime. The active participation by the victim, the
offender and possibly other parties concerned, forms a core element. Discussion exists on which other parties should be involved, and in particular
whether criminal justice officials - as representatives of the community
or the state - should play a direct role in restorative justice processes. The
discussion is most relevant for the more community-oriented models of
restorative justice, such as family group conferencing. The conferencing
approach seems to bring a new wave of restorative justice, following
evolutions in New Zealand, Australia, Canada and the US. Mainly in the
UK, but also in some other parts of the European continent, experiments
with conferencing are taking place.
Many things point towards the direction that, at the end of the 1990s, a
new phase in the European development of victim-offender mediation can
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be noted. While countries like Germany, Norway, France, Austria and
Belgium already had legislation at their disposition at the beginning of the
1990s, at the end of the decade in several other countries a legal framework had been developed (UK, Finland, Czech Republic, Poland) or the
field of practice had been enlarged legally and refined considerably (France,
Germany, Austria). Moreover other countries, such as Sweden, are in the
process of adopting new legislation, after a nation-wide experimentation
period. Projects on victim-offender mediation are equally taking place in
- amongst others - the Netherlands, Ireland, Luxembourg, Italy, Spafin,
Albania, Denmark, Slovenia and Russia. A further extension of restorative justice practices can be expected through the recent international policy
initiatives in this field.

DEVELOPMENTS AT A SUPRANATIONAL LEVEL

Since the end of the 1990s, several international and supranational organisations have encouraged the further development of victim-offender mediation and other restorative justice practices. A first important instrument
for the implementation of victim-offender mediation is Recommendation
No. R (99)19 of the Council of Europe Concerning Mediation in Penal
Matters, adopted on 15 September 1999. This recommendation encourages Member States of the Council of Europe to provide mediation as a
voluntarily accepted and confidential service at all stages of the criminal
justice process. Legislation should be adopted, as well as appropriate
working principles for the operation of the criminal justice system and the
mediation services themselves. Evaluation and research must be promoted.
Further explanation on these guidelines is given in an accompanying Explanatory Memorandum. The recommendation was prepared, over almost
three years, by a committee of experts, composed of practitioners, legal professionals, policy makers and academics from several European countries.
This group, for a considerable part, provided the basis for the start of the
European Forum for Victim-Offender Mediation and Restorative Justice.
Also in 1999, the European Commission of the European Union made
a plea for additional research and experiments in victim-offender mediation. This was done through the Communication on Crime Victims in the
European Union: Reflections on Standards andAction (COM (1999) 349
final). With this communication the Commission is contributing to the further implementation of the Action Plan on the establishment of a European Union Area of Freedom, Security and Justice, adopted on 3 December
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1998.' Recently, the Council of the European Union has taken a further
step in this implementation process with the adoption of a Council Framework Decision, on 15 March 2001, on the standing of victims in criminal
proceedings.2 This framework decision, the creation of which was an initiative of the Portuguese Republic, obliges the Member States of the European Union to adapt their national laws so as to afford victims of crime
a minimum level of protection. The document also contains a specific provision on mediation in criminal cases. Article 10 states that:
1. "Each Member State shall seek to promote mediation in criminal cases
for offences which it considers appropriate for this sort of measure;
2. Each Member State shall ensure that any agreement between the victim and the offender reached in the course of such mediation in criminal cases can be taken into account."
Article 17, which specifies the implementation of some of the dispositions,
states that the Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations
and administrative procedures necessary to comply with Article 10 before
22 March 2006. Although the wording of Article 10 is very vague, and
although it is possible that this article will only influence restorative justice developments in countries that do not yet have any considerable victim-offender mediation practice, the importance of this article cannot be
underestimated. Mediation has clearly been recognised as a practice that
can benefit victims and which should be made possible within the next five
years. Finally, the article could have considerable influence for the countries that will join the European Union in the future, and which, in general,
have only limited experience with victim-offender mediation. The European
Forum for Victim-Offender Mediation and Restorative Justice hopes to be
able to assist countries in the effective implementation of this article.
A final international instrument, which might prove to be helpful in the
development of restorative justice, is the UNDraft Resolution on restorative justice programmes in criminal matters.' The draft resolution was
initially prepared by an alliance of NGOs. Sponsored by the government
of Canada and co-sponsored by 40 countries, the draft resolution was ap-

'Action plan of the Council and the Commission on how best to implement the provisions of the TEU on an Area of Freedom, Security and Justice (OJ Cl 9/1 23.1.99).
ZCouncil Framework Decision of 15 March 2001 on the standing of victims in criminal proceedings (2001/220/JHA).
3Draft Resolution on the `Basic Principles of the use of Restorative Justice Programmes
in Criminal Justice', adopted by the UN Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal
Justice, April 2000, Vienna.
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proved in the UN Crime Commission in April 2000. In July 2000, the
Economic and Social Council then issued Resolution 2000/14 in order to
further the procedure of the adoption of the resolution. In December 2000,
the Secretary-General of the United Nations invited govemments, intergovernmental and non-governmental organisations to provide their views
and observations with respect to the desirability and utility of developing
this resolution. He also requested comments on the contents of the draft
elements of Basic Principles attached to the resolution. At least 30 countries had to react before 1 March 2001 for the process of developing the
resolution to continue. The European Forum joined the efforts of Prison
Fellowship International to convince as many countries as possible to react to the request of the Secretary-General. By 1 March, the 30-country
threshold was not reached, but the UN extended the deadline, and as of 29
March, 31 governments have officially responded. Now the secretariat of
the UN will review the responses and send out a report to the Member
States. On the basis of this report, a committee of experts, which should
convene around October 2001 in Canada, will be drafting a document,
which will then be considered by the governments of the world during the
eleventh session of the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal
Justice in Vienna in 2002.

A EUROPEAN FORUM

On 8 December 2000, two years of preparatory work culminated in the
formal establishment of the European Forum for Victim-Offender Mediation and Restorative Justice. This non-governmental organisation was set
up because European victim-offender mediation projects - although a
steadily growing practice with more than 800 projects all over Europe had seldom established contacts beyond national borders. Informal contacts revealed that practitioners, academics and policy makers were looking
for a more regular exchange and mutual support in developing victim-offender iediation and other restorative justice practices. A small group of
people with a strong commitment to restorative justice wanted to build on
this interest. In 1998 they obtained a non-recurrent funding from the European Union to launch a European network. This financing was granted
by the Grotius programme of the European Commission, a supporting
scheme to stimulate co-operation between European countries in the field
of justice and home affairs. A co-ordinating group was formed, consisting
of mediation experts from eight European countries: Austria, Belgium,
Finland, France, Germany, Norway, Poland and the United Kingdom.
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Together with a secretariat based in the Department of Criminal Law and
Criminology at the Catholic University of Leuven, this co-ordinating group
prepared the creation of the European Forum.
One of the activities of the co-ordinating group was also to organise a
European conference. From 27 to 29 October 1999 the conference `Victim-Offender Mediation in Europe. Making Restorative Justice Work' was
organised in Leuven. Thus, the conference dealt with information and issues specifically on victim-offender mediation, but placed it in a larger
theoretical and policy oriented context of restorative justice. This conference brought together about 140 people from 24 different European countries.
The presentations at this conference have led to the publication of a book
(European Forum 2000). In the first part of this book victim-offender mediation and restorative justice are being considered from a more theoretical point of view. In his contribution, Martin Wright contends that there
is no hard-and-fast division between measures that are restorative and those
that are not. Rather there is a spectrum. He describes `unilateral', `democratic' and `authoritarian' restorative justice as three points on this continuum.
Jacques Faget approaches the difficulty of involving the community in
criminal justice and mediation from a European perspective. He also describes two structural problems which limit the impact of community involvement, namely a spiral of professionalisation and a spiral of dependency. In
Chapter 3 Robert Mackay addresses the topic of how to develop and maintain mediation practices which respect ethical principles, and which are of
good quality for victims and offenders. At the end of his contribution he
proposes an outline of a statement of principles for a code of ethics in restorative justice. In his contribution, Marc Groenhuijsen argues that victim-offender mediation - as part of the criminal procedure and as a means
of diversion - can be justified by the basic propositions of the philosophy
of traditional criminal law and procedure. He also identifies several topics in need of special attention, for example some specific needs of victims which have been neglected up till now. Siri Ilona Kemény describes
the emergence of restorative justice in Norway, and identifies lome future
challenges. In Chapter 6, Elmar Weitekamp gives an overview of research
findings in the field of restorative justice, and identifies what kind of research is needed in the future to improve victim-offender mediation and
restorative justice.

The second part of the book consists of overviews of the state of affairs
on victim-offender mediation in the eight countries in which it has developed the most up until now (Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany,
Norway, Poland and the United Kingdom). For these chapters, a multitude
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of information was collected in each of the countries, and this is presented
and analysed in a comparable way. For each of the countries, following
topics are being discussed: the history of victim-offender mediation in that
particular country, the legai context, policy and implementation, the number
of programmes and the way they function, the practice of mediation, the
number and characteristics of cases, evaluation and research, and finally
challenges, obstacles and expectations for the future. The gathering of
information and data for these countries was concluded in the period August-December 1999. It is probably for the first time that such extensive
reports on the practice of victim-offender mediation in Europe have been
brought together in a comparative way.
Also in the year 1999 discussions were started about the creation of a
formal organisation for victim-offender mediation and other restorative
justice practices. On several occasions a broad consultation was held on
the topic of the structure and aims of this organisation in order to make
sure that it reflected, to the largest extent possible, the views of the people
working in the European restorative justice field. In June 2000, a technical seminar was held to continue the discussion about a draft formal constitution for the European Forum.
Thanks to the financial support of the Belgian and Norwegian governments, it was possible to continue the secretariat of the Forum into the year
2000. This enabled the Forum to start with a European Newsletter, the first
issue of which appeared in June 2000. The newsletter is one of the Forum's instruments to act as a platform for communication and participation for all who wish to support restorative justice developments. The
bulletin board, readers' corner and newsflash are recurrent sections by
which we aim to provide the readers with short information about new
publications, upcoming events and other news. The newsletter also contains two articles, which usually deal with new developments in European
countries. These developments can relate to practice, but also to research,
policy or legislation. Finally, there are lome smaller sections in the newsletter which can contain information about the Forum, about a past event,
or about international developments. In each newsletter, the editorial board
tries to include information about the different parts of Europe. It also attempts to balance the intererts of the different target groups of the Forum.
On 8 and 9 December 2000, the European Forum finally organised its
launching event, which was attended by some 50 people from 15 different
countries. During this meeting, the constitution was discussed again. Then,
the first General Meeting of the Forum was held, during which the constitution was adopted and by which the Forum became a formal organisation
according to Belgian law. During this first General Meeting a Board was
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elected, consisting of: Ivo Aertsen (Belgium) as Chair, Andrei Pascu (Romanfa) as Vice-Chair, Robert Mackay (UK) as Secretary, Tony Peters (Belgium) as Treasurer, and Juhani livari (Finland), Torunn Bolstad (Norway),
Christa Pelikan (Austria), Martin Wright (UK) and Jesus Trujillo (Spain)
as members.
Within the European Forum, five committees were established. Through
these committees the Forum trien to actively engage as many members as
possible. The objective of the Research Committee is to propose, promote
and support research projects on areas related to restorative justice practices and theory. The Practice and Training Committee exchanges information on methods and training programmes and wants, in the long run,
to take a collective initiative in this area. The Information Committee collects and disseminates information on practices, policy and legislation in
the field of restorative justice. The Finance Committee's task is to find
structural funding. The Communications Committee, finally, is responsible for the internal and external communication with(in) the Forum and
for organising conferences. These five committees work closely together
with the Board and the Secretariat in organising activities and in providing people from all over Europe with information on victim-offender
mediation and other restorative justice practices.
In the year 2001, the Forum will continue its work thanks to - so far financial contributions from the Ministry of Justice of the Netherlands, the
Finnish Ministries of Justice, of Social Affairs and Health, and of the Interior and of the Belgian Ministry of Justice.

AIM, OBJECTIVES AND MEMBERSHIP OF THE EUROPEAN FORUM

The general aim of the Forum is to help establish and develop victim-offender mediation and other restorativejustice practices throughout Europe.
To further the general aim, the Forum wants to: promote the international
exchange of information and mutual help; promote the development of
effective restorativejustice policies, services and legislation; explore and
develop the theoretical basis of restorative justice; stimulate research; and
assist the development of principles, ethics, training and good practice.
Article 6 of the Forum's constitution reads:
The Forum will undertake all reasonable action to further the general aim and the
objectives of the Forum, for example,
- Promote dialogue between practitioners, policymakers and researchers.
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- Support public education aimed at increasing awareness about issues for victims,
offenders and the community.
- To make representation to and/or liase with European and international institutions
or organisations, including the Council of Europe, the European Union and
relevant non-governmental organisations.
- Raise, hold and administer funds and disburse such funds in furtherance of its
work.

It has been agreed that the main focus of the European Forum should be
on mediation in criminal matters and related restorative developments, such
as family group conferencing. Nevertheless, links should be made with
other fields of mediation (such as family mediation, school mediation and
community mediation). The Forum is concerned with both juveniles and
adults, seen from the offender side. The target group of the Forum consists of mediators and mediation services, policy makers, researchers and
criminal justice practitioners all over Europe. It was established that contacts should be further developed with other regions. Also, the Forum considers other European and international organisations working in the field
of victim assistance, offender care and restorative justice as important
partners in realising its objectives. One of the tasks of the European Forum is to follow up and to stimulate policymaking in the field of restorative justice.
In its constitution, the Forum explicitly included the principle that it "actively seeks to provide opportunities for expresring contradictory points
of view by everyone who is working for a humane system of justice for
the benefit of victim, offender and the community". This principle, together
with the principle of openness, respect and the willingness to learn from
all members, demonstrates that the Forum acknowledges that restorative
justice is an approach to criminal justice that is still to be fully developed
and that one should not defend just one `best model' of restorative justice.
These principles also go to the heart of the intention of the Forum, which
is not to be a place for the unilateral delivery of services, but rather to offer a channel for participation, exchange, mutual support and contact. They
also support another main principle, which is the importance of interaction between the different target groups of the Forum. It is of crucial importance in developing a better way to deal with crime that both practice
and research inform and support each other. And, both of these need to
inform and support policy making and the work of criminal justice practitioners. The Forum, therefore, wants to be a place where these four groups
can meet, where they can enter into discussion with each other and where
they can co-operate in conceptualising and implementing restorativejustice approaches.
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During the discussions on the constitution a lot of attention went to the
membership structure of the Forum. The initial idea was to limit membership to non-governmental and governmental national organisations working in the field of restorative justice. Only in countries where there were
no such national organisations, could regional or even local organisations
become members. Individuals could become non-voting members and
international organisations and organisations not working in the field of
victim-offender mediation and restorative justice could receive observer
status. However, it soon became clear that this formula was not satisfactory. Because of national and even regional or local differences in the organisation of restorative justice practices, a mixed membership structure
was necessary. This means that not only governmental or other statutory
organisations and non-governmental organisations are eligible to be members of the Forum, but that allo individuals can apply for membership. More
clearly, all individuals, local, regional, national and international organisations who support the general aim of the Forum are invited to join. Applicant-members have to decide whether they want to become full members
(with voting rights) or associate members (without voting rights).
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For more information on the Forum, please contact:
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OVERVIEW OF CRIMINOLOGY IN EUROPE

ABSTRACT. The editors of the European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research
wanted to include an article with an overview of European criminology in this special
issue on European criminology. But in order to discover whether there is such a thing as
`European criminology', one should first look at the state of affairs of criminology in the
individual countries of Europe. This article is an attempt to do so. It is based on a short
questionnaire posted to individuals in 34 European countries, a report by Walgrave and
Goris, entitled An Overview of UniversityInstitutions ofCriminology (1996), an Internet
search on selected keywords, and some background material available in the WODC library. It gives an overview of criminological research and research institutes; European
co-operation, comparative research and European networks; criminological training;
national societies of criminology and criminological periodicals.
KEYWORDS: criminology, European co-operation, research programmes, universities

INTRODUCTION

To discover whether or not there is such a thing as `European criminology', one should first look at the state of affairs of criminology in the individual countries of Europe. This however, as other attempts towards this
indicate, such as the European Sourcebook (Killias 1995), the International
Crime Victims Survey (Van Kesteren et al. 2000) and the study by Lode
Walgrave and Peter Goris (1996), is not an easy task. This inventory of
the state of criminology, therefore, is not a complete and all-encompassing piece of research, it is more an initial attempt to see whether it is possible to Eind answers to some of the questions that might be asked in this
respect. It is allo true that more specific questions were not asked, nor
answered, and that future research is necessary to obtain a view of the entire
field of criminology. Although attention is paid to European developments
and co-operation, there is at present not much to say about European criminology - either because it still has to be uncovered or because it has not
yet been developed.
The overview in this article covers criminological research and research
institutes; European co-operation, comparative research and European
networks; criminological training; national societies of criminology and
criminological periodicals.

► A European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 9: 301-313, 2001.
§q' © 2001 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION

The article is based on a short questionnaire, the report of Walgrave and
Goris, entitled An Overview of University Institutions of Criminology
(1996), an Internet search on selected keywords, and some background
material available in the WODC library. The information gathered via the
different methods is presented below according to the subjects.
Questionnaire
Since the editors of the European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research
wanted to include an article with an overview of criminology in Europe, a
questionnaire was posted by e-mail and fax. It was sent to members of the
Advisory Board of the Journal, supplemented with other people for those
countries in Europe not covered by the Advisory Board. The choice of
respondents therefore is not scientifically sound, but narrowed down due
the necessities of speed and convenience. The inventory concerned the state
of criminology within a certain country (institutions, universities, research
centres, and other interesting education projects). The main aim was to
provide an overview of Europe, and not to concentrate too much on individuals or national topics.
The questionnaire was sent out during the period November 2000 to
February 2001 to informants of 34 countries. Twenty-six questionnaires
were returned. The results are presented here anonymously. No questionnaires were received forAlbania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Estonia, Ireland, Latvia,
Macedonia and Serbia.
Since only one respondent per country was asked to fi11 in the questionnaire the results are not as thorough as for instance the overview of university institutions of criminology in Western Europe, that is, the inventory
conducted by Walgrave and Goris (see below). However, the breadth (all
of Europe and not just university institutions) of this overview was wider,
and the time allocated for the questionnaire return, shorter.
There is a large variation in the answers given. Some informants apologised for not being able to incorporate all the required information due to
time and multitude of information sources, whereas others could only
answer one or two questions due to the state of criminology in their country (in quantity) and the lack of a European dimension. The answers varied in quality as well, depending on the position of the informant in his or
her country, and also on the national structure of the research organisations and universities. If there is one university involved in criminology,
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such as in Bosma and the Slovak Republic, it is of course easier to incorporate all the information required than in Great Britain or Germany, where
criminology is taught and criminological research is conducted at many
universities. Most countries fall somewhere in between these two extremes.
The respondents were also asked if there were any comments they would
like to make. Some added information concerning other questions in the
questionnaire, but there were also remarks such as "I wish more communication and research collaboration with European colleagues" and "we
are really interested in international co-operation".

An Overview of University Institutions of Criminology
More thorough research was conducted in 1994-1996 by Lode Walgrave
and Peter Goris of the University of Leuven. It was aimed at the collection of material on the criminological units functioning at Western European universities (within the EC). In their provisional report of this study
the authors point to the methodological problems encountered and to the
incomplete status of the research, due to non-response and insufficient or
unclear information. All in all, in that research, answers were received from
41 institutions in 9 countries, from which 39 qualified as criminological
institutions with a university status.
Walgrave and Goris investigated the structure of the criminological units,
the educational programme (weight, content and number of students), the
research topics and funding, and the existence of international networks.

Internet Search
The Internet is a relatively new medium, and fairly easy to search using
search engines such as Alta Vista and Google, and meta-search engines
such as Copernic 2000 and Bull's eye (see Table l). The problem with these
searches is that much depends on the search question asked. When one
selects `european' and `criminology' (to take the most obvious two words,
although one should be aware of other languages than English) one finds
a very large set of links, which may or may not be valuable to the search.
A more confined search to the string 'Europ* criminol*' offers far less,
and the results are on the whole relatively poor, with many pages missing
links and many pages which are not regularly updated. The same holds for the
French and German version of this search question (`criminologi* europe*'
and `europ* kriminol*'). The pages found are mainly publications (e.g. a list
of publications by one author, or institute (Dozen tenbibliographie)), an enu-
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TABLE 1
Internet search with selected search engines and results to three search questions.
(europ* criminol*) (europ* kriminol*) (criminologi* europe*)
Alta Vista
Google
Buli's eye
Copernic

Search result
Relevant
Search result
Relevant
Search result
Relevant
Search result
Relevant

142
39
12
3
11
3
23
3

5
2
21
5
12
4
20
12

14
6
29
8
12
2
22
10

meration of journals available in a specific library, and some links to institutes, organisations or societies (e.g. the British Society of Criminology).
Some sites, for instance in Polish or Finnish were difficult to grasp because of the `foreign' language, and therefore it is not possible for all sites
to `measure' the relevance. On the whole the Internet searches do not really add valuable information, apart from the information on specific institutes, although these were mainly found using portals and the Unicri list.

CRIMINOLOGICAL RESEARCH AND RESEARCH INSTITUTES

Research Institutes/Criminological Units
Except for some countries, e.g. Luxembourg and Iceland, there are criminological institutes/units throughout Europe (see Table II). Since the information in Table 11 is an enumeration of sources, it is difficult to define
the exact numbers for criminological institutions in Europe. The only way
to accomplish a better view is when every single institute/unit is taken into
account and invited to refl.ect on the information already available for
changes and addenda. On the basis of the Appendix this might be a feasibie research project.
The independent research institutes and those research institutes in other
than university settings (e.g. related to a police institute or a Ministry of
Justice) did not receive any attention in the research conducted by Walgrave
and Goris. The questionnaire did not bring much enlightenment either,
although some respondents attached whole documents about their own
research institute. Some institutes also featured in the `crime institute profiles' section (now discontinued) in the European Journal on Criminal
Policy and Research.

TABLE II
Criminological institutions according to questionnaire respondents, Walgrave and Goris (1996) and the Online version of the UNICRI-list.
Country

Austria
Belgium
Bosnia-Hercegovina
Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Netherlands
Norway

Poland
Portugal
Rumania
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey

United Kingdom
Yugoslavia

Questionnaire
Universities

Walgrave/Goris
Other setting

Independent
1
1

4
6
1

4

UNICRI-list
Universities
4
7

2
1
1

30
3
2
5
4
4
2

2

1
1

29°

2
1
1

1
3
1

Other setting

1
9

1

12
16

4

1

2
2

1

2

6

1

7

4

2

8

5
3

1

2
1
1
12
1

1

8

10

1
4

3

3

4

15

1

1

5

5
1

Please note that the information in this table has not been double-checked, and that both the information in the questionnaire as well as the information in the UNICRI-list may be incomplete.
'This information was not supplied by the respondent to the questionnaire, hut by the Nuffic (a Dutch organisation lor international co-operation in
higher education), on basis of the Index des formations.
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A quick scan of the Unicri World directory of criminological institutes
on the Internet (Keyword `criminology') revealed that out of 212 listings all over the world, there are 78 university-linked criminological units
or institutes in Europe, 27 institutes in an independent setting or as part
of another organisation (such as the Home Office Research, Development and Statistics Directorate, and the European Institute for Crime
Prevention and Control affiliated with the United Nations (HEUNI)) and
nine societies (e.g. the Howard League for Penal Reform). Although the
interpretation of the keyword `criminology' is open to discussion, this
statistic is an indication of the `field of criminology' and its different
constituents.

Criminological Research
Our questionnaire did not delve very deep into the subject of the research
conducted, and the fact that one informant per country was asked instead
of one informant per institution also makes a huge difference. As can be
seen from the research conducted by Walgrave and Goris even if one asks
specific questions about the research conducted, it is difficult to indicate
subjects in a more meaningful enumeration than just listing them. "The
research topics cover the extensive field of criminological subjects. It is
often unclear whether a mentioned research topic refers to a specific project
or a general field of interest" (Walgrave and Goris 1996, p. 5). General
fields of interest, such as juvenile delinquency, police research and treatment of offenders, are often cultivated over a longer period, and are for
instance also reflected in the institution's library (if available). Projects
come and go, and the subjects are also tied up with the country's specific
law system and developments, such as alternative sanctions, community
policing and ICT. Walgrave and Goris were able to make some differentiation as to specific topics in specific countries.
"In the United Kingdom, policing methods seem to be an important research topic. Interest in (restorative) altematives exists especially in Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany. Clinical subjects are popular in Italy.
It is striking that the Spanish institutes report little research, despite their
extensive educational programmes" (Walgrave and Goris 1996, p. 6).

Criminological Databases and Criminological Libraries
The existence of criminological libraries and databases is also difficult
to trace in this overview, because not everyone is aware of the existence
of specialised criminological libraries, although some were found dur-
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ing the Internet search. Respondents in the questionnaire were asked
whether either one was available in their country, and eight answered `no'
to that. The existing libraries are, according to respondents, to be found
in university-settings (e.g. the Radzinowicz Library, at the University of
Cambridge to name a famous one) as well as in other settings, e.g. the
WODC-library at the Dutch Ministry of Justice. An electronic `Nordic
bibliography' was set up recently in the Scandinavian countries.
The Unicri listings give much more information on criminological libraries, including the number of documents and the amount ofjournals in
each collection.

EUROPEAN CO-OPERATION, COMPARATIVE RESEARCH AND EUROPEAN
NETWORKS

Questions such as whether criminological research is part of European cooperation projects or is involved in comparative research (e.g. the International Crime Victims Survey (ICVS) or the European Sourcebook), or
whether the country participates in a European network, are difficult to
answer precisely. In order to get clear answers one would have to ask all
the people involved in criminology, and perhaps even then there would be
differences in the interpretation of the questions. From other sources (ICVS,
European Sourcebook) it is known that many European countries participate in this type of collaboration. A special research project has been formed
by Eurogang, which is a group of European and American researchers
gathering information on European gangs and comparing it also with
American research (both gang substance and research methods) (see Klein
et al. 2001). The European Forum for Victim-Offender Mediation and Restorative Justice is an example of a recently established network centering
on a specific theme (see the article by Ivo Aertsen and Jolien Willemsens
in this issue). Other European networks, such as GERN (Groupe Européen
de Recherches sur les Normativités - European Group of Research into
Norms), or the European Group for the Study of Deviance and Social
Control, are mainly participant-oriented (not country-oriented) networks,
and therefore one should ask individuals whether or not they form part of
them.
In our questionnaire we asked whether the research conducted in a country was mainly nationally oriented, was involved in European co-operation projects, was participating in comparative research or involved in a
European network. Sixteen respondents answered affirmative to `mainly
nationally oriented' affirmative, while sixteen indicated that their country
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takes part in comparative research (e.g. the ICVS) and twelve that there is
participation in European networks (such as GERN, the European Group
for the Study of Deviance and Social Control, or Eurogang).
The International Crime Victims Survey (ICVS) is a global programme
of fully standardised surveys looking at householders' experience of crime
in different countries. The fourth sweep was completed in 2000 (see Van
Kesteren et al. 2000). The ICVS was started in 1987 by a group of criminologists with experience in victim survey methodology. The first sweep
covered industrialised, mainly Western European countries as well as Japan, Australia, the USA and Canada. Out of the European countries 18
participated once or more in the ICVS, and 13 participated in the last sweep.
One of the findings in the ICVS of 2000 is that the crime picture in North
America differs from that in Europe; "in the three European countries with
four ICVS measures (England & Wales, Finland and The Netherlands),
crime levels are still higher than in 1988. Compared to 1991, risks [of
becoming a victim of crime] also fell more in North America than in five
of the Beven European countries showing falls" (Van Kesteren et al. 2000,
p. 93).
The European Sourcebook of Crime and Criminal Justice Statistics is a
network of specialists originally established under the auspices of the
Council of Europe in order to assess and compare data on a variety of
subjects in the criminal justice field. A draft version, covering 12 European countries, was published in 1995, and an enlarged one is still awaiting completion, although now outside the Council of Europe. It is expected
that a report covering all 40 countries will be published in the course of
2002.
GERN (Groupe Européen de Recherches sur les Normativités - European Group of Research into Norms) is a European scientific network
composed of lome 40 centres and researchers from various fields in eight
Western European countries. The executive board is established at the
CESDIP (Centre de recherches sociologiques sur le droit et les institutions
pénales). The network is characterised by being multidisciplinary, European in scope and open-ended. In 1999 the GERN published a collection
in which the features of crime and justice in Europe were described (Van
Outrive and Robert 1999).
The European Group for the Study of Deviance and Social Control (EG)
held its first conference in Italy in 1973 on the theme Deviance and Social
Control in Europe: Scope and Prospects for a Radical Criminology. Since
then, annual conferences have been held in different countries throughout
Europe. In the early 1970s, the founding group was looking to forma breakaway European alternative criminology that was neither dominated by
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American and Anglo-Saxon academics nor by conservative, positivistic
or functionalist orientations within criminology and sociology. The Stockholm Conference (31 August - 3 September 2000) focused on `Punishment Enough?' while the conference in Venice (6-9 September 2001) has
`The Ambivalence of Conflicts and Social Change' as the main theme.

CRIMINOLOGICAL TRAINING AND EUROPEAN MASTER COURSES

What is understood by `criminology' and consequently, what training is
needed for `criminologists' depends on the interpretation of the terms.
Criminological training also forms part of the national education, and therefore there are differences between the European countries.
The questions asked in the questionnaire were very brief, and tried to
distinguish between three levels of criminological training: at a professional
level (e.g. in police schools), at university level, and at post-graduate level.
Some respondents elaborated on their answers, and also included-to the
best of their knowledge - how many universities are involved in criminological training.
The inventory conducted by Lode Walgrave and Peter Goris was far
more specialised in this subject area. They asked e.g. questions about the
composition of the staff, the number of students and the `weight' and content of the criminological courses at the universities. For most universities teaching criminology the ties with or the integration into the Law
Faculty are apparent. In our own questionnaire we asked whether the criminological unit formed part of the Law Faculty, the Social Sciences Faculty or another department. 20 respondents indicated that one or more
criminological units formed part of the Law Faculty, but in Poland, Greece,
Portugal, Sweden and the United Kingdom there are also some criminological units which form part of the Social Sciences Faculty. In Turkey the
Forensic Sciences Department has a post-graduate Masters programme,
in Italy there is also a link with the psychiatric and forensic sciences, and
in the UK there are three more or lens freestanding centres.
The answers for the courses taught, and at which level, are difficult to
interpret. In some countries, e.g. Luxembourg and Iceland, no criminology
is taught, according to the respondents. In others it is only short-term courses
(e.g. Denmark), or those taught at the police academy (e.g. Slovak Republic, Turkey), but the majority (18 respondents) reported on university-level
training and 15 indicate that there are courses at post-graduate level.
A specific question not answered by this questionnaire concerned the
state of European masters courses. Walgrave and Goris asked this more
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specific question in their research and indicated that one-year post graduate courses (either fulltime or part-time) are organised in 11 universities
in six countries. Two- and three-year postgraduate programmes exist in
eight universities, although there is an overlap in the universities offering
both the shorter and the longer courses. They allo remark: "A number of
these programmes are open to experience professionals who have no university degree" (Walgrave and Goris 1996, p. 3). Some information on
postgraduate courses had already been collected in the course of the Internet
search, hut a more thorough and in-depth collection of information takes
time. Given the interest of this issue for the readers of the European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research at large, it might form an interesting
article for the future.

NATIONAL SOCIETIES OF CRIMINOLOGY

Twenty respondents reported that there is a national society of criminologists in their country, although some have only been established recently
(e.g. Norway). There are no such societies in the Czech Republic, Finland,
Iceland, Lithuania and Portugal, although the `gap' may be filled by other
societies or subsections of for instance the sociological society. For Luxembourg it was reported that a Belgian society, La maison belgo-luxembourgeois
de droitpénal, functions as such for interested criminologists. Some societies also include jurists and lawyers (e.g. in Denmark and Sweden), and
some societies, such as the Nordic Society of Criminology, the Scandinavian Research Council for Criminology and the Association francaise
de criminologie, the NKG (Germany, Austria and Switzerland) are aimed
at a larger than national audience. Some respondents also reported other
societies with an interest in criminology (the main interests being for instance penal law, victimology or support of crime victims).
We allo asked respondents to give an approximate number of criminologists who are members of the national society, if such society exists in their
country. The answers (see Table III) ranged from 35 (Slovak Criminological Society) to 900 (British Society of Criminology).

CRIMINOLOGICAL PERIODICALS

On the basis of the information supplied in the questionnaire a list was
made of criminological periodicals. Most countries have a journal or newsletter in the language(s) of their country, sometimes related to the national
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TABLE III
Estimated guess of members of national societies of criminology.
Country
Belgium
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Rumania
Slovak republic
Slovenia
Spain

120
250
200
200/300
200
430
150
100
70
50+
35
50

Sweden

50
300

Switzerland
United Kingdom

300
900

Please note that not all respondents answered this question and that
some countries do not have a national society of criminology.

society of criminology in that country. There are three English journals
specifically focusing on the European platform (European Journal on
Criminal Policy and Research, European Journal of Crime, Criminal Law
and Criminal Justice and EuroCriminology), although of course periodicals without `Europe' in the title could also be addressed to the European
public at large. Europe-oriented articles are, according to the respondents,
`sometimes' (13) or `a lot' published in the periodicals mentioned. The
periodicals which contained `a lot' are, apart from Polish, Greek and Hungarian journals, Déviance et Société and EuroCriminology. Déviance et
Société, with `synergical ties' with GERN, is also European in its approach,
and started an annual thematic issue last year in order to enlarge its European reach. Some journals, such as Revue de droit pénal et de criminologie, Monatschrift fur Kriminologie und Strafrechtsreform, Bulletin
de Criminologie/Kriminologisches Bulletin and Journal of Scandinavian
Studies in Crime and Crime Prevention focus on a specific language-area
or region of Europe.
Van Swaaningen traces the origins of several European journals, such
as Contemporary Crises (now Crime, Law and Social Change), Kriminologisches Journal, Déviance et Société and the Italian la Questione
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Criminale dei Delitti e delle Penne back to the development of critical
criminology and remarks that they, "in comparison with other criminological journals, also have a remarkable international orientation" (Van
Swaaningen 1998, p. 43). Although the origin of the Kriminologisches
Journal, in the Arbeitskreise Junger Kriminologen, is tied up with the
critical criminology, it has to be said that in the past few years the ideas
and perspectives of critical criminology have been questioned (Althoff
1998, p. 2).
Some national criminological societies have their ownjournal. Sometimes however, the name suggests a link (such as between the British Society of Criminology and the British Journal of Criminology) but there is
no one-to-one connection. As with the national societies of criminology,
some of the titles refer to a larger subject area than just criminology (e.g.
Déviance et Société).

CONCLUSIONS

Some writers (e.g. David Garland and Richard Sparks 2000, Gloria Laycock
2001, as well as authors in this issue) have concluded that `contemporary
criminology' is - in quantitative terms at least - in rode health, when
measured by the number of students, academic conferences, research institutes, specialist journals and scholarly publications. The state of European criminology is more difficult to distinguish, and more like a patchwork
quilt, with national orientations and language divisions. But on the whole
one might say that there are possibilities for growth, both for communications (for which the Internet is a valuable medium, if updated regularly)
and for European co-operation.
Part of this overview of criminology in Europe is based on a questionnaire and one informant per country, but it would of course be better to
invite all universities and institutions involved in teaching criminology (at
various levels) as well as independent and Government liasoned research
institutions, to respond to a more specific questionnaire. A list of research
institutes was put together on the basis of information in the Unicri list of
criminological institutions (Masotti Santoro 1995 and the Internet update),
the research conducted by Walgrave and Goris (1996) and the information supplied in the questionnaires (see Appendix on www.wodc.nl/publications). We want to aim at making the list as complete as possible, therefore
addenda and extra information is welcomed at the e-mail address below.
On the basis of a short questionnaire, the research by Walgrave and
Goris, an Internet search and some background material it is difficult to
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draw conclusions about `the state of criminology in Europe'. However,
people are interested in criminology beyond national boundaries, and perhaps the European Society of Criminology will stimulate this interest further. The European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research started in
1992 with the objective to "stimulate the field of criminology in a European context". The European Union is an institution of its own, and next
year the Euro will be introduced in a number of countries as common currency, `eurofying' part of Europe even more. But Europe is larger than that,
and there should be a platform where ideas can be compared and results
of research can be shared.
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IS THERE A NEED FOR A EUROPEAN CRIMINOLOGY?

ABSTRACT. Readers were invited in Issue 4, 2000 to give their comments on the subject of European criminology. The Editors also invited some scholars on a personal title.
The comments, ranging from 1,200 to 2,000 words are presented in alphabetical order.
The comments are written by: Rosemary Barberet, Josine Junger-Tas, Martin Killias,
H.-J. Schneider, AlenkaSélih, Henrik Tham, Bas van Stokkom and Lode Walgrave. Together they offer a view on the ideas and different views on `European criminology'.
KEY WORDS: criminology, European dimension, research

The Editors of the European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research
wish to stimulate a discussion on the subject of European criminology. Is
there such a thing, what does it look like and should it be promoted? It is
suggested that there is a growing number of European criminologists, with
a keen interest in theory, research and policy matters, which are in one way
or another `European'. There have been several initiatives to create a specific European platform for criminologists, including, among others, the
creation of the European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research, almost 10 years ago, as well as the founding of the European Society of
Criminology in August 2000.
Readers of the European Journal on CriminalPolicy and Research were
invited to give comments on the idea of a European criminology and its
implications of possible objectives and planned activities. The Editors also
sent out invitations to scholars, inviting their comments. The main questions summed up in the Editorial note, published in Vol. 8, No. 4, 2000
were: Does it make sense to emphasise European criminology as a separate and special category? Is it important to bring European criminologists
together in order to foster criminological scholarship, research and education? Is there really a need for encouraging scientific exchange and cooperation and disseminating criminological knowledge on a European
level? We present the conunents received in alphabetical order.
The Editors
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ROSEMARY BARBERET

`EUROPEAN CRIMINOLOGY' OR `CRIMINOLOGY IN EUROPE'?

I am pleased to have been given the opportunity to contribute to this special issue on European criminology. In that regard I will bring to this contribution my academic criminological experience from three countries: the
United States, Spain and England. This experience has taught me an important lessop: that the assumptions of one's discipline are nearly always
rooted in the host culture and that the best way to analyse those views is
to refract one's criminological gaze through travel to different cultures.
Through teaching and researching in three very different cultures I have
been faced with the constant challenge of questioning what our discipline
is all about and to what extent criminology responds to the knowledge and
practice needs in different cultural contexts.
My point in this short piece is first to offer an explanation of the increased enthusiasm for the idea of `European criminology'. Secondly, 1
will explore the concept of `Europe' in the larger concept of `European
criminology'. While my argument is that criminology is tied to a host
culture, I would also argue that `Europe' is too heterogeneous to allow us
to speak of `European criminology'. And thirdly, I will explore what we
might mean by criminology. Should we not be referring to `criminologies'
instead? 1 will try to demonstrate that while there is as of yet little `European criminology' there is a desperate need for the recognition and growth
of `criminologies' in Europe. As such, 1 would argue that there are indeed
`native voices' in Europe that mainstream criminological research has
ignored.
Elsewhere (Barberet 2001) I have argued for the importance of crosscultural research and its encouragement on the part of the American Society
of Criminology. I think for many American criminologists, cross-cultural
research is always assumed to include a comparison with the United States.
Certainly due to the predominance of the Anglo-American tradition in
criminology, much non-US research is inherently comparative since literature reviews contain necessary references to American literature. However, at present we are witnessing a change in this tradition. The birth of
the European Society of Criminology and the increasing debates among
European criminologists in this regard are not a coincidence, but probably
reflect (1) the presence of sufficient numbers of fulltime (as opposed to
the traditional part-time) criminologists in Europe; (2) the invention of
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`Europe' itself through the European Union and the increased funding, via
the European Commission and other agencies, of cross-national research
which normally excludes the USA as a partner institution and focuses on
the exchange of information and experiences across EU Member States
and applicant states; and (3) the perception that American criminology and
criminaljustice is increasingly inapplicable to the debates in Europe, and
that there is little interest on the part of American criminologists in making it more applicable.
`Europe' as a social construct is extremely varied. If one contemplates
the North-South and East-West dimensions, which is rarely achieved in
edited volumes on criminology in Europe, it is hard to generalise about
what `Europe' is. Are European values and is European behaviour really
so homogeneous? Of course not. Regarding our main variable of interest,
the ICVS (Van Kesteren 2000) results show a heterogeneity of crime rates
within Europe itself. Furthermore, European criminal justice systems are
so varied that harmonisation efforts are among the most politically sensitive EU agenda items. And finally, the language issue continues to be a
major impediment to easy, effective and rapid communication in Europe.
So although there may be much political rhetoric about `European integration', 1 believe that the reality is quite different: for example, while in
Spain, public sentiment is quite pro-Europe and Spaniards like to think of
themselves as European, here in England most people refer to `Europe' as
somewhere else!
Furthermore, within Europe there are very different criminological traditions. Although 1 came to Europe with a clear idea of what 1 represented,
as a criminologist, I quickly discovered that others interpreted me in many
different ways. In Spain, I had to redefine myself as a `criminologist-sociologist' since it was assumed that criminologists came from legal backgrounds.
In fact, some colleagues in Spain refused to define me as a criminologist at
all, and chose to call me a sociologist. In their view, no one is a criminologist; one simply takes one's root discipline's toolbox and applies it to the
study of crime. In England, 1 have been called a `positivist' and was encouraged to define my ideology as a starting point for `who 1 was' and
also, l think, `whose side I was on'. All of these interpretations occur less
frequently, I believe, in the United States and reflect a discipline which is
less settled - or rather, that has refused to meld. 1 find it quite ironic that
criminology initially emerged on this side of the Atlantic but has yet to
fully meld here. The implications of this `lack of melding' can be both
negative and positive. Negative, because it can be exhausting to be constantly justifying and explaining what your discipline is all about; posi-
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tive, because there is still room for a great deal of creativity and rethinking. For example, compared to Europe, there is much less involvement of
the legai profession, of psychologists, physicians, forensic experts and
economists in American criminology where a sociological perspective
tends to dominate. Sometimes 1 wonder whether a rethinking of the
multidisciplinary base of American criminology would be needed.
Along with different criminological traditions come varying sizes of the
criminological community in each European country and the relationship
of the discipline to policymaking. Some European countries have strong,
well-organised criminological communities and some may have only a
handful of criminologists. Some Ministries of Justice in Europe have welldeveloped research departments and close ties with academic criminology,
and others do not. This makes the development of the discipline uneven.
Small criminological communities are less self-sufficient and need to `borrow' more from the knowledge base of other countries; countries where
research is not demanded or recognised by policymakers will be those
where criminological research cannot really be carried into practice effectively.
Finally, there are simply concepts and debates that are very national in
scope, books that are considered `classics' that do not transcend boundaries. This is perhaps the most enriching part of my transcultural experience-meeting local criminologists and having to confess that 1 have never
read `x', the `fundamental source' knowing full well that most criminologists outside the country have never read `x'. Why is it that some debates
are not of importance elsewhere, and that lome ideas only get imported
not exported, and that some books never get translated or sold beyond
where they originated? In Europe, there certainly are `native-voices' that
never get translated or exported. But 1 would not say that these `native
voices' are all the same `European' voice.
There is a great deal of knowledge to be developed by criminologists
based in Europe. However, the concept of a European criminology is in
my opinion premature and probably responds more to political rhetoric
than to social or criminological reality. There is a need for good empirical
criminology within and among the various European nations, and the best
criminology is comparative criminology-pan-European or simply international criminology. My hope is that the efforts of this journal and the
new European Society of Criminology serve to encourage more and better criminological research, teaching and professional development, by
fostering the growth of a regional criminological community.
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JOSINE JUNGER-TAS

SIMILARITY AND DIFFERENCE

Answering the question as to whether there are good reasons for developing a European tradition in criminology, I can think of several reasons. First
of all, such tradition simply does not exist at present and most European
researchers are more familiar with American research than with research
that is going on in neighbouring countries..Secondly, some research of high
quality does not get recognised outside national borders because of the
absence of a systematic European exchange and because of language barriers. Thirdly, many academics in criminology from Central European
countries can hardly wait to catch up with their Western colleagues.
Fourthly, it is my conviction that European criminology, taken as a whole,
needs to be upgraded and enlarged in order to reach acceptable international levels, and I want to present some comments on this last point.
There is a need to develop both criminological theory and criminological research methods. My own point of view is that criminology, being a
social science, has to be based on empirical research. My bias is that 1 am
convinced that such research essentially requires a quantitative approach,
a view that is not shared by all colleagues. However, I do not think that
this subject is likely to lead to serious controversy among social scientists,
since most of them, on both sides of the Atlantic, seem to agree on this
point, although admittedly to a variable degree.
Theory is quite another matter. Almost all theories in criminology are
ofAmerican origin. What is needed is to test these theories extensively in
other countries, in order to examine carefully to what extent they have a
greater validity than merely for American society. This implies a growing
importance of comparative research, not only between the US and Europe,
but also between European countries.
For example, Farrington compared lome data from two longitudinal
studies, one that took place in the UK (Farrington and West 1990) and one
that was conducted in the US (Loeber et al. 1998). Farrington looked at
21 risk factors that might increase the likelihood of young children developing criminal behaviour and that were measured between the ages of eight
and 10 in the two studies. These were then compared with court appearances between the ages of 10 and 16 in both countries (Farrington and
Loeber 1999). Of 12 factors that predicted a court referral in London, nine
did also do so in Pittsburgh. These were hyperactivity, attention deficit,
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low school achievement, an antisocial father, large family size, low family income, a broken family, poor parental supervision, and conflicts between parents. Of the nine factors that did not predict a court referral in
London, six did not do so in Pittsburgh either. Moreover, considering the
differences between the two studies in terms of time and space, the similarities in risk factors in the US and the UK are quite striking.
Another initiative consisted in developing an International Self-report
Delinquency Study (ISRD), which resulted in a cross-national comparative study among mainly European countries (Junger-Tas et al. 1994).
Thirteen countries' agreed to construct and use a similar `common core'
instrument. They also agreed to draw random samples of males and females aged 14-21, and to collect the data in a similar fashion. In practice
some of the countries, because of financial constraints, have limited the
survey to a large city and some even to school samples. In addition, some
of the `common core' questions have been omitted in certain participating
countries. However, the data present sufficient similarity to allow for
comparative analyses. The analyses have been done by a group of researchers from the universities of Lausanne, Leiden and Omaha (US)
(Junger-Tas, Haen et al. forthcoming). Three country clusters, North-West
Europe, Southern Europe and an Anglo-Saxon cluster were distinguished,
based on social, economic and demographic data, as well as on statistical
analysis. The study included analysis of correlates of delinquency and
substance abuse - such as family composition, peak age of offending, age
of onset of serious delinquency, sex differences, attachment to parents,
parental supervision, the bond with school and with friends - testing the
external validity of findings and social control concepts which have been
found valid in more restricted geographical areas. One of the outcomes is
that the control variables are significant in all three clusters, both in the
case of overall delinquency and serious delinquency. It is important to state
that comparative analysis of specific risk factors, such as those found in
longitudinal research, as well as of social control variables tested in crosssectional research, tends to show a greater validity of specific theoretical
approaches - at least in Western European countries - than some might
have expected.
However, perhaps even more interesting than the similarities are some
of the differences that are found. For example, in the ISRD study some
socio-economic and cultural variables, including father absence, differentiated between clusters, with more mother-only families in the Anglo-Saxon
' England, Northern Ireland, Nebraska (US), Finland, The Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, Spain, Italy, Portugal, Greece, New Zealand.
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cluster than in the two other clusters. Also, age of onset in the Anglo-Saxon
countries is one year below that of the other clusters, while rates for violence, serious offences and drug use are significantly higher. Although, as
would be expected, multivariate analysis showed a significant association
of mother-only families with delinquent behaviour both in the AngloSaxon and South-European cluster, this relationship was not found in
North Western Europe. This outcome may be related to the impact of more
extended social security arrangements for single mothers in the laffer countries, rendering family life in such conditions less precarious and less stressful. Another interesting finding is that contrary to what was found in both
the Anglo-Saxon and North Western European cluster, no relationship between being involved with a large peer group and delinquency was found
in South Europe. This result might point to differences between countries
in the way that young people tend to spend leisure time, suggesting the
importance of differential cultural and social contexts.

Another important line of research is comparative studies among ethnic groups. In the US most comparisons in this respect are limited to whites
and blacks, where `African-Americans' have a very specific historical past
and actual position inAmerican society. In contrast, Europe has within its
borders many population groups of very different ethnic origin, many of
whose members are either political refugees or economic migrants.
Cross-national comparisons of ethnic minorities in relation to crime are
of particular importance, because increasing segregation patterns in European cities, and the concentration of degradation, poverty and lack of
perspectives in segregated areas may lead to increasing isolation of such
groups from mainstream society (Wilson 1987). Since there is no belief in
the inherent justice of the social and economic system, central values such
as a good education, hard work, ambition, honesty and independence, may
no longer be accepted (Rank and Hirschi 1988). Contacts with young
minority residents often reveal frustration, bitterness and anger. Welfare
dependence and crime are sometimes considered acceptable forms of profitseeking behaviour and not as alternatives to be avoided. Moreover, it should
be observed that criminal behaviour is not the only problem that besets
these areas: more families than in higher status neighbourhoods are confronted with an accumulation of negative living conditions leading to
behavioural problems, marital problems, alcoholism and psychiatric
disturbances - both in parents and children (Rutter 1980).
A starting point would be to compare different ethnic groups within any
one country, because of the need for better knowledge about the causes of
differences in criminal involvement between and within ethnic groups. One
such study (Junger-Tas, Reelicket al., forthcoming) -a self-report survey
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- is under way in the city of Rotterdam where 60% of the youth population under the age of 15 belongs to one of more than 50 different ethnic
groups, five of which are the largest. The focus of the study is on delinquent behaviour and on risk-taking behaviours, such as smoking, alcoholand drug use and gambling, among young people aged 14-15. One finding was that some of the ethnic minority groups had clearly higher delinquency rates than Dutch young people. On the other hand smoking,
gambling, alcohol- and drug use are considerably higher among the Dutch
than among minority juveniles.
Trying to find explanations for differences in delinquent behaviour
between all ethnic groups as compared to the population of origin, one of
the main hypotheses is that the fundamental causes of those behaviours
will be independent of ethnicity. Preliminary results indicate indeed that
the quality of the relationship with parents, parental monitoring and supervision and school achievement are strongly associated with delinquent
behaviour in all ethnic groups represented in the study. However, considerable differences appear between Dutch youths and youth from different
ethnic groups in the relationship with parents, the degree of parental support and parental monitoring and control. Compared to Dutch youths more
young minority members do not get along with their parents, receive little
support from them and have many conflicts when parents attempt to control their behaviour. Additional differences were shown in victimisation
patterns. More Dutch than minority young people were victims of criminal behaviour, but the relative number of victims of physical abuse was
similar in all population groups. However, the perpetrator of such abuse
differed. In the case of Dutch juveniles the perpetrator of the abuse was in
general someone outside the family, while in more than half of the abuse
cases of minority juveniles it was the parents.
In conclusion, cross-national and comparative research will shed more
light on similarities and differences between countries, as well as between
ethnic and cultural sub-populations within countries. Furthermore, much
will be gained in our understanding of general causes of crime by linking
variations in crime rates and in crime patterns to differences in the demographic, cultural, social and economic make-up of countries. This will
enable us to test the basic assumptions and hypotheses of existing theories on a much larger scale than has been done so far, and thus find out to
what extent these theories have a universal character.
Finally, from the perspective of policy development there is also a need
for more cross-national and cross-cultural comparative research. This is
quite clear in the framework of growing European unity, where policy
makers at the governmental level increasingly wish to know how other
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governments deal with crime problems and criminal justice issues. For
example, there is a growing need for more information on criminal justice
innovations, on prevention policy experiments and on effective treatment
interventions.
It is my hope that European criminologists, by collaborative and comparative studies, will contribute to a larger dissemination of what we actually know and to theoretical as well as methodological innovation in
criminology.
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MARTIN KILLIAS*

EUROPE'S VOICE IN THE CRIMINOLOGICAL CONCERT

So far, European criminology has hardly been `European', hut mostly a
sum of national criminologies. England, Germany, France, Italy, Scandinavia, etcetera, all have their own criminologies. This is not to say that
there is no interaction between neighbours, but agendas and research priorities differ between Europe's major national criminologies, and linguistic barriers ensure that cross-national communication is kept to a minimum.
Comparative research is, thus, the exception rather than the rule. Innovations in other countries are often overlooked, leading to regular reinventions
of the wheel. In particular research in smaller nations has a small chance
of being noticed in major neighbouring countries, especially if, as, e.g., in
the case of the Netherlands and its relationship with England and Germany,
language barriers incontestably increase such difficulties. Added to all these
fragmentations, comes Europe's tendency to organise networks along ideological barriers.
This fragmentation has deprived Europe's criminologists of being heard
very much outside their respective countries. As an ironic observer noticed
not long ago, the most quoted European authors in American texts are Karl
Marx, Max Weber, Emile Durkheim, and perhaps Cesare Lombroso. Given
the many Europeans who regularly publish in English, this frequent ignorance of contemporary European criminological writings must have reasons which go far beyond language barriers. It may have to do with the
absence of a critical mass of criminologists in al] hut two or three major
countries, and with the resulting prestige scale which ensures for instance
that an American author's text hardly gains in credibility if many European sources are being quoted.
It would be too easy to blame the outside world for this state of affairs.
Europe's criminologists have not done very much so far in terms of 'marketing' their contributions to the field. No European journal of criminology has emerged so far that would play a role comparable to America's
Criminology. The British Journal of Criminology definitively and legitimately, has a British agenda. The several journals on the continent are,
nowadays, rarely available in American or even in English libraries. This
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makes access to European knowledge very cumbersome indeed for any
American or overseas criminologist. Europeans themselves do little to help
Americans in their endeavour to locate specialists in more than one country. They have always been numerous when attending American meetings,
and they are always much better informed about colleagues performing
similar research in America than elsewhere in Europe. Often it has been
through the invaluable initiatives ofAmericans interested in comparative
research, that Europeans have learned about each other. It is, thanks to the
many excellent networks in America, much easier for a European to locate a colleague interested by a certain research topic on the American West
Coast than anywhere else in Europe.
This state of affairs has favoured the domination of European criminological thinking by American research. Of course, there is nothing wrong
with Europeans looking at criminology in overseas regions in the search
for inspiration. It is unfortunate, however, about the uncritical way in which
many research findings - whose validity in an American context may be
beyond doubt-have been `imported' as if their validity in Europe needed
no further tests. Thus, American findings about the role of broken homes,
or school failure, in the development of delinquency has never been questioned until very recently, although some isolated findings indicated for
quite a while that the role of such variables might be different in Europe
(see Aebi 1997). Similarly, there has now been a series of results from
countries as diverse as England, Germany, and Switzerland to show that
victimisation is not necessarily concentrated among immigrants, whereas
minorities typically face far higher crime risks in America (see Killias 1997,
p. 393; Schwind 2001, p. 151). The differential impact of such variables
may be related to the social role of broken homes, school failure, or immigrant status. Such contradictions may be much more interesting to
Americans than the certainty that theories developed in the USA will
`automatically' be valid wherever their research will be duplicated (see
also the comment by Josine Junger-Tas in this issue).
Europe is not only a difficult, but also a fascinating continent, given its
various legal, political, and cultural traditions which to a large extent shape
national criminal justice systems. In terms of prison populations, crime
rates, and drug policies, European countries differ as much as one might
wish if the purpose was to conduct comparative natural experiments. This
leaves us all a huge wealth of opportunities to test - through comparative
research - theories on crime, drugs, and prisons. The precondition to conduct such research, however, would be to find adequate data. In this
respect, the last 12 years have brought significant progress, with the
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international crime surveys (see Van Dijk et al. 1990; Van Kesteren et al.
2000), the ISRD-project (see Junger-Tas et al. 1994), and the European
Sourcebook of Crime and Criminal Justice Statistics (Killias 1995). This
statistical database has allowed, for instance, the assessment of to what
extent incarceration rates are driven either by crime rates or by sentencing
policies - an old question in American research which European data may
be better at answering (see Aebi and Kuhn 2000).
Therefore, comparative research should really become the first priority
in European criminology. The European Society of Criminology may critically help to advance this endeavour by attempting to build bridger between colleagues from different countries and perspectives, and more
generally by helping to establish continental networks. With open conferences, there is also a good chance of attracting many younger colleagues
(including doctoral students) who nowadays are often marginalised by our
national societies of criminology. If this is going to happen- and all signs
so far indicate that it will - European meetings might become the prime
occasions for Americans seeking European partners in their research
projects. Add to this the potential for comparative research, and Europe is
likely to become fundamentally interesting to the Americans, whereupon
citations may then extend beyond nineteenth century figures. Such an
approach of making our continent relevant to others seems much more
fruitful than widespread anti-Americanism, or frustration about American
`domination' and/or `ignorante'.
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HANS-JOACHIM SCHNEIDER

IN NEED OF A EUROPEAN CRIMINOLOGY

There is an urgent need for a European criminology. 1 am going to comment on that need with three theses.
First thesis: Criminology has been established in Europe since the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. But American criminology
has led the field in this area worldwide since the twentieth century
This fact is grounded on the following reasons.
European criminology is fragmented traditionally, disciplinary and linguistically. It is closely attached to an authoritarian and nation-state thinking. The belief in state power and in the violent solution of conflicts is
widespread in the European population. Therefore criminal law is held in
high esteem. But criminology is an international, interdisciplinary and
democratic science in socially developed countries. It tries to settle social
and interpersonal conflicts peacefully.
The theoretical basis of European criminology is too narrow and too
restricted. The rational choice theory which was developed in Italy in the
eighteenth century favours criminal law one-sidedly. The Italian clinical
positivism at the end of the nineteenth century encouraged psychiatric
solutions; it leads to a pathologisation of criminological problems. Offenders are not suffering.from any disease and their behaviour is not out of their
control, as the medical model would imply. The very fruitful French sociological positivism was pursued in European criminology very insufficiently. The critical/radical criminologists of the `European Group for the
Study of Deviance and Social Control' based their thinking all too exclusively on Marxism and the labelling approach. They thereby narrowed
criminal-sociological problem solving in an unbearable way.
The International Society of Criminology which was founded in 1934
by the Italian clinical criminologist Benigno Di Tullio and which organised its first international criminological congress in Rome in 1938, coneentrated its work too much on Europe. It was unable to overcome the
nation-state thinking and the narrow theoretical basis of European criminology. Criminal law and psychiatry have dominated the European national
criminological societies to their own disadvantage up until the present day.
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Sociologica) and psychologica) schools of criminological thought are excluded to the greatest possible extent.
It is true that American criminology was established on the basis of the
thinking of the European criminological founding fathers, and there was
and stil) is a clinical-criminological school of thought in North America.
Since 1911 translations of the works of leading European criminologists
have been published in the `Modern Criminal Science Series' of the American Institute of Criminal Law and Criminology in Chicago. But as an
academic subject of study, criminology was taken over by American sociologists, who wrote the textbooks and offered lecture courses. The reason for this was the fact that sociology in the United States developed a
major interest in the study of social problems. Crime and delinquency were
conceived as social problems.
A great variety of criminological textbooks written by sociologists appeared during the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s: criminological textbooks by
Maurice Parmelee (1920), Edwin H. Sutherland (1924), John L. Gillin
(1926), Philip A. Parsons (1926), Fred E. Hayes (1930), Nathaniel F. Cantor (1932), Albert Morris (1934) and Walter C. Reckless (1940). This broad
basis, the social-structural approach of the Chicago School of Criminology (Clifford R. Shaw, Henry D. McKay) and Sutherland's differential
association theory laid the foundations for the worldwide importance of
American criminology which happened after the Second World War. The
Annual Meetings of the American Society of Criminology - which was
founded by August Vollmer in 1941 in Berkeley, California - contributed
a great deal to this satisfactory development.
During the International Congress of Criminology in Paris in 1950,
Thorsten Sellin coined the phrase: "Criminologists are kings without a
country". But Leon Radzinowicz described the United States with regard
to criminological research in 1961 as "a vast laboratory". In 1974, Donald
R. Cressey stated: "Criminology is not a science, but criminologists hope
it wil) become a science". In the presidential plenary: `High points and low
points in twentieth century criminology' during the Annual Meeting of the
American Society of Criminology in San Francisco (2000), leading American criminologists took the view that criminology became a science in the
second half of the twentieth century. An impressive criminological book
production, many new journals, the foundation of 60 graduate schools in
criminaljustice and criminology and the considerable expenditure of public
funds by the National Institute of Justice in Washington, DC for the purposes of criminological research, are evidence of the fact that American
criminology is at present the market leader in the world.
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Second thesis: European criminology partly follows NorthAmerican criminology at present. Sofar it has been
internationally productive. An original European criminology
could not be developed until now
These facts are grounded on the following reasons.
The Division of International Criminology of the American Society of
Criminology is in fact an international society of the English-speaking
countries. The membership of this Division mirrors the relationships of
the criminologists of these countries and of additional European countries
with the American criminology. There exists a special relationship between
the criminologists of Great Britain and of the United States. The Home
Office Research and Planning Unit has (sine 1957) enriched international
criminological research with its Home Office Research Studies and its
British Crime Surveys. David Farrington's emphasis on psychological
criminology is a valuable addition to American and international criminology.
The criminologists of some countries on the European continent have a
close affinity to the American criminology. In the Netherlands, the Research
and Documentation Centre of the Ministry of Justice is a significant criminological unit and has produced an impressive volume of criminological
research work. On the basis of its Dutch annual victimisation surveys (since
1974) and of its preparation and execution of international victimisation
surveys, it has served as a model for valuable criminological research work
in the world. In her study on Juvenile Delinquency in the Netherlands
(1988), Josine Junger-Tas found that social control theory forms an essential contribution to explaining delinquent behaviour. The self-report delinquency study Delinquent Behavior among Young People in the Western
World (1994) which she co-edited is a remarkable piece of international
criminological research work.
During the time from 1965 to 1999 the Scandinavian Research Council
for Criminology, which co-ordinates the criminological research work of the
Scandinavian countries, has, in a commendable way, made Scandinavian
criminological work accessible to the world by publishing its series
`Scandinavian Studies in Criminology' (16 yearbooks). With its biannual
journal, Studies on Crime and Crime Prevention (eight volumes) the National Council for Crime Prevention in Sweden has from 1992 to 1999
created an international forum of criminological debate. Since the year 2000
both publication series have been replaced by the Journal of Scandinavian
Studies in Criminology and Crime Prevention. Nils Christie's short, but
creative publications have given criminal policy debates a new impetus.
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The research of Ulla V. Bondeson in the Swedish correctional system conveyed new insights into criminological contexts.
German criminology has been progressing for many years at the MaxPlanck-Institute in Freiburg, at the Criminological Research Institute of
Lower Saxony in Hannover and at several universities. One more recent
example of comparative co-operation between German and North-American criminology is the study of street gangs and youth groups in the United
States and Europe by the universities of Tubingen and Southern California. Germany, located in the centre of Europe, is a transitional country:
German criminology is a mediator between North-American and EastEuropean criminology. There has been a considerable German criminological impact on Polish and Hungarian criminology. Since 1987, 13 volumes
of the yearbook EuroCriminology have been published in Poland in the
English language.
Despite these encouraging European international studies in a sociologically and psychologically oriented criminology, an independent autonomous European criminology could not be developed. Language barriers
and differences in the political and judicial cultures and in the national
scholarly traditions have been restricting and impeding dimensions in the
capability of criminological development in Europe. The strong tradition
of criminal law and the strong bonds between criminal law and psychiatry
dominate the European criminal justice systems. The position of criminology in the European law faculties is often marginal. It is taught by criminal law professors incidentally; it is of minor importance in law faculties.
The overriding supremacy of the legai mode of reasoning on criminal justice matters renders criminology superfluous.
A pragmatic-oriented, liberal, mainstream criminology could - in contrast to North America - gain ground in Europe only very hesitantly. In
European universities, it enjoys at present ónly a relatively minor basis.
Lawyers who are accustomed to a normative mode of thinking have neither an understanding nor an esteem for empirical research work and its
financial and personal necessities. Criminology cannot be developed as
an international, interdisciplinary, autonomous discipline within law faculties, because it is suffocated by criminal law. Psychiatry and criminal
law are necessarily offender-oriented. These two disciplines cannot recognise societal and victim aspects sufficiently. They are unable to make
use of the new discoveries of the victimisation surveys.
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Third thesis: A European criminology can only befounded in
partnership with American criminology and on the basis of the
research results which have been achieved by American
criminology during the second half of the twentieth century. The
International Society of Criminology must give its undivided
attention more to Asian, African, South-American and Australian
criminology
These recommendations are grounded on the following arguments.
It is about time that European criminology comes out of the shadows
ofAmerican criminology. At the moment criminology has only a very limited influence on penai legislation and on the criminal justice system. In
order to attain more practical importance, criminology has to be developed
on the basis of social sciences (sociology, psychology and socio-psychology) in Europe and globally. The national criminologies of the large, medium-sized and little countries of Europe are too weak to assert themselves
against the powerful influence of criminal law and psychiatry. A European
criminology can only be established on the theoretical and empirical basis
which American criminology has achieved in the twentieth century. It must
make a profit out of the experiences which American criminology found
satisfactory. The American Society of Criminology was successful basically because all North-American criminologists are united in one society, because it is open to international influences, because it is truly
interdisciplinary and because all criminological schools of thought are
represented with equal rights. It is true that a strong pragmatic-oriented,
liberal, mainstream criminology must be developed in Europe. But it is
also necessary that in a democratic scientific community, opposing and
unconventional branches of criminology must exist. It is the viable role of
critical/radical criminology to control and criticise mainstream criminology and to point to its limits. Critical/radical criminology can challenge
mainstream criminologists to rethink their theoretical and methodological approaches. It can stimulate mainstream criminology to provide new
solutions to problems that were unknown up to now.
To create a European criminology, it is necessary to make very great
efforts. The different schools of criminological thought and the different
criminological research results must be integrated. Fresh research projects
of European comparative criminology must be promoted and realised. The
homogenisation of European criminology meets with serious contradictions. Several European criminologists are afraid that regional autonomy
and European diversity of opinion will be lost. A few others take the view
that European criminology will-on the basis of its integration-cut itself
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off from the development of criminology in the world. Neither side understands the possibility that European mutuality and regional multiformity can be tied together and that European viewpoints can be fitted
into international contexts. In the creation of an homogeneous European
criminology, two European institutions can help substantially: the Council of Europe and the Helsinki Institute of Crime Prevention and Control
(HEUNI), the European regional institute of the United Nations. With its
project of a European Sourcebook of Criminal Justice, the Council of
Europe has made a first move in the right direction. On the basis of conventions and resolutions, the Council of Europe can contribute to the
development of an homogeneous European crime policy. By way of a
comparison of crime and criminal justice systems in Europe and North
America, the Helsinki Institute for Crime Prevention and Control is in the
lead in the creation of an homogeneous European criminology.
In Israel, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and Japan criminology
is just in the fruitful process of development. The criminologists of these
countries work closely together already with North-American criminology. They must be introduced to European criminology too. To strengthen
the development ofAsian, African, South-American andAustralian criminology and victimology is the mandate of the International Society of
Criminology and the World Society of Victimology.
Móserweg 7
48149 Munster
Germany
E-mail: h.j.schneider@web.de

ALENKA §ÉLIH

BRINGING WEST- AND EAST-EUROPEAN EXPERIENCES
TOGETHER

It is, 1 believe, very difficult to speak of `European criminology' - criminology in Europe has been developing along very different lines in Western Europe - and even more so in Eastern Europe. One could say that one
of the strengths of criminology in Europe is its diversity: criminological
research in countries such as the United Kingdom, France and Germany
has differed, and so has criminological research in the Nordic countries.
On the other side, levels and orientations of the criminological research in
the Eastern part of Europe differed very much in the past and they do so
today too. Further more - political attitudes about criminology as a science have differed in these countries and, consequently, so has the research,
its results and their disseminations - nationally and internationally.
Because of the division of the Continent in the past, there exists a great
lack of information on both sides: crime having been perceived in (at least
some) East-European countries `as a vestige of the old in the conscience of
the people' it can be understood that crime problems have been met with
scepticism by political leaders. However, the situation differed in particular
countries. The researchera in these countries have, nevertheless, collected a
lot of information; got acquainted with the processen of crime phenomenon
and the reactions to it. Today, especially after a decade of research in transitional conditions, they can contribute their knowledge and expertise in the
field to better understand the processes going on in these countries today.
In the past (and at present as well) there have been some initiatives for
formulating European trends in criminological research and European
crime policy. The organisation that has always been interested in this field
and has made efforts to look at it through multi-national views has been
the Council of Europe. Its Criminological Scientific Council has been an
internationally composed body of researchers who have tried to identify
`European' problems in the crime fields and find common ('European')
answers to them. Its perspective has been centred of course on its members, that is, West-European countries. However, since the changes at the
end of the 1980s East-European countries have gradually joined this regional organisation and embraced its legai and social values.
Among the initiatives aiming at creating a European platform in the field
of criminology one could also count the organisation of biannual `European criminological colloquia' started by Professor Roger Hood.
0 European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 9: 337-338, 2001.
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In the future, it seems that European countries will have much more in
common than in the past or at present. The process of enlargement of the
Council of Europe and the planned enlargement of the EU will contribute
to a narrow co-operation in many fields, among others also in the field of
crime problems. While the Council of Europe has been working in the crime
problems field for a long time, the EU has recently been trying to create
new ways of dealing with violations of its financial interests.
The procesces of globalisation will cause greater exchange of information in all areas of research, and certainly also in the field of crime problems. New European ties will exert their influence on all members of the
Council of Europe and the EU even more. It seems therefore most appropriate to build a forum for exchange of ideas, research proposals; a forum
for discussion of both theoretical as well as applied research projects.
Besides reasons of principle there exist also quite practical reasons for
such a forum: there is little doubt that internationally, research will be financed on the basis of multinational projects and, therefore, exchange of
information, building new `networks of excellence' (or whatever may be
the bureaucratic denomination) will become more important from day to
day. As for research sponsored by the EU in general, the present framework programme as well as those planned (VIth framework research programme) prove definitely that internationally composed research groups
will represent the core research groups.
Even in the absence of a European forum for crime problems, the research community in Europe has promoted several similar ideas, which, I
believe, differ to a considerable degree from those promoted in America,
and particularly in the United States. Crime policies platforms in European countries worked out on the basis of (at least lome) research results
have resulted in crime policy orientations for which one can say that they
are proper to Europe. Let me cite only one example: the attitudes and practice of the death penalty. 1 do believe that a European forum for exchange,
formulation and discussion of ideas, orientations and proposals in the field
of crime policy can contribute to these past common ways of dealing with
crime and make them stronger and more visible.
University of Ljubl ána
Institute of Criminology
Poljanski nasip 2
1000 Ljubljana
Slovenia
E-mail: Alenka.selih@Uni-Lj.si

BAS VAN STOKKOM

EUROPEAN CRIMINOLOGY AND EUROPEAN IDENTITY:
SOME CONSIDERATIONS

The viability of a European criminology depends on whether there is such
a thing as a European identity. Reactions to this question generally range
from total incomprehension to sarcasm. `Europe' is a misleading, ambivalent and dubious concept. Europe is the arena for an ongoing internal struggle, and this at most would be the source of its vitality.
What does `identity' meao exactly? A provisional answer might be: a
set of specific traits which distinguish us from others. This applies to nations and even to continente. Without other countries, there can be no national identity. In a vacuum, identity is meaningless.
We derive our identity from what George Herbert Mead termed "significant others". Our self-evaluation is guided by our striving for recognition by those who are dear to us, whether they are teachers, loved ones or
criminological opinion leaders. In order to evaluate ourselves, we try to
see ourselves through the eyes of significant others. As the philosopher
Charles Taylor (1991) has pointed out, our self-image cannot exist without a critical dialogue. We define our identity in a continuing dialogue
with, and often in a struggle against, the things significant others want
to see in us. Recognition therefore must be gained through dialogue and
exchange.
This means that, in order to define our identity, it is necessary to be in
contact with others who are important to us, whose opinions we value. For
this reason, it is not enough to define a European identity as a specific group
of cultures; such pluralism is characteristic of several nations, regions and
continents. From what must Europe distinguish itself? Who are those significant others without whom there would be no `European identity'? Are
they Russian, Japanese, NorthernAmerican? It is not difficult to point out
differences between Europe and Asian cultures, and perhaps Russian culture, especially in the areas of religion and politics. But the US is more of
a problem. If Europe cannot distinguish itself from the United States, it is
senseless to talk about a European identity. We have to indicate why the
US is different from Europe, because identity is a matter of comparing
ourselves to others with whom we have much in common. Freud termed
this the minor narcissism of differences (see Ignatieff 1999).
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Is a European culture conceivable in which Americans do not play a
role? As long as the Dutch or the Swedish feel greater affinity with Americans than with the Portuguese or the Greeks, Europe will be a chimera.
The French will undoubtedly reiterate their point of view that the differente lies in our European aversion to the American mass culture and its
focus on `instant joy'. But nothing could be further from the truth: Hollywood, Disneyworld and American pop music are irresistible; even the
French have succumbed to them.
But that is no reason to cease all attempts at European self-profiling. To
begin our search for a European identity, we can take as our basis two intellectual attitudes which can be found among the great humanist thinkers
of the Renaissance, specifically Erasmus and Montaigne. First of all, scepticism and secondly the awareness of the permanence of `evil'. The classical meaning of scepticism is questioning, pondering, and the awareness
that every solution, every choice is fallible. This demands openness and a
willingness to disbelieve conventionalism and docility, in ourselves as well
as in others. Naturally, such an attitude can only thrive in a community
that offers people freedom and autonomy and that is tolerant of deviant
behaviour.
The second attitude is about the awareness that we are relatively powerless. Through accident, lack of knowledge, shortcoming or blind passion, we can lose our grasp of life or be forced to act in a way of which we
disapprove. We can never predict or control everything: we are people, not
gods. We must therefore show ourselves to be modest, but without relinquishing the search for better answers.
In a certain sense, these attitudes are not compatible with the culture of
the United States. Although it has its origins in Europe, the sceptical and
fallible intellectual attitudes of Erasmus and Montaigne, seem to have been
shelved. Only through the Bible does America retain a certain link to the
limitations of man. And even that is fading. The message of television
preachers is illustrative of this: `Wash away your sins and start again, every
day if necessary'.
For vigorous individualists who were raised with a vision of unlimited
possibilities and taught the frontier spirit, it is almost impossible to live
with scepticism, to know your limitations and to exhibit intellectual restraint. Americans, firm believers in progress, consider ambiguity and
vagueness an insult to reason. They want to hold the reins. The denial of
powerlessness is almost an instinctive reflex. `Prediction and control' is
the maxim of the average American scientist.
This is countered by the salubrious scepticism of Erasmus and Montaigne,
who place the modest claims of experience above the dogmatic assertion
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of principles. They teach us that we cannot ask for certainty about anything, and that we can only gain by accepting the diversity of perspectives
in a spirit of tolerance. Scepticism is not only a manner of dealing with
uncertainties; it is also related to self-restraint. When we include doubt in
our thoughts and our actions, our ambitions and plans become less conceited.
According to the German sociologist Ulrich Beck (1992), this scepticism can grow into a new critical programme. Scepticism sharpens our
ability to see through claims to power. This doubt, says Beck, makes
Montaigne's ideas highly applicable today, primarily because he shows
us that doubt is free from despair. His doubt is not discouragement; on the
contrary, it is encouraging to seek and to create, and it therefore has littie
to fear from the reproach that nothing is achieved through doubt and that
doubt can only retard and obstruct.
In this way, Beck formulates an identity that can be termed European,
although it is a limited intellectual identity. At best, we can think European in terras of this scepticism, but for the time being we cannot write
poetry, dance or love as Europeans. Our feelings continue to be local or
national: a Swede or a Dutchman probably feels closer to an American
boogie woogie than to a Spanish flamenco.
So how do things stand with a European criminology? About the standard criminology manuals, the Dutch criminologist René van Swaaningen
says, "it seems as if criminology has become a science for apathetic continental Europeans and animatedAmericans". But criminology has its roots
on the European continent: until the 1930s, Lombroso and other biologically inclined criminologists and thinkers of the Défense Sociale Nouvelle
were decisive for developments in criminology. When biological explanations for crime and methods to render repeated offenders harmless were
introduced by the Nazis, this was in fact the end of the practice of European criminology. Continental criminologists allied themselves with the
NorthAmerican social science tradition, which was ideologically uncontaminated. After World War II, American criminology became freer and
more creative, on the one hand because it did not have to bear the burden of two World Wars which weighed down many European criminologists, and on the other hand because the American sociologists were in a
better position to look beyond the traditional dominance of criminal law contexts than were their European predecessors, who often had legal backgrounds (see Van Swaaningen 1997).
Ina brief period of time - say, between Sutherland's and Merton's publications just after the war and the labelling and phenomenological research
of the 1960s -American criminology blossomed as never before. The ap-
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proaches that are now considered classical came to maturity then. In the
last three decades, American criminology has moved more and more in
the direction of functionalism. Much research is poor spirited, and journals
are often filled with predictable and sterile articles. Hirschi and Gottfredson's
General Theory, while thorough, is a veiled plea for social conformism,
and Felson's routine activity theory seems only to accommodate environmental factors, not people. It is of great significance that new theoretical
developments primarily come from Europe (e.g. Nelken) and Australia (e.g.
Braithwaite).
The European practice of criminology has been carried away by these
American developments during the last decades. Prevention and social
control became the new magic words for a more and more policy-oriented criminology. Nonetheless, a large number of criminologists in European countries held on to normative forms of science, in the 1950s often
based on existential philosophy, and from the 1960s onward in the form
of radical Marxist-inspired thinking which was later to be termed `critical
criminology' (and in which abolitionism was a substantial undercurrent).
Post-war European criminology therefore continued to be more normative and often more critical than in America, in part because of war traumas.
This reflection on the normative context of criminology gives European
criminology a potential added value, hut the question is whether critical
criminology can still offer that value. Critical criminology had two major
shortcomings: firstly, an absence of reflection on evil as a constant factor
within la condition humaine as well as little eye for the individual responsibility of the offender; and secondly, the zealousness for reform in which
new certainties, truths and false Utopian promises are held up and recommended.
The attractiveness of existentialist and personalistic thinkers of the 1950s
was their emphasis on the person's own responsibility. The war experiences continued to make their effects feit: there was a need for mental reconstruction and social cohesion. An awareness of human shortcomings
prevailed, but there was almost no spirit of dissent. As to the laffer, Zygmunt
Bauman can perhaps serve as a thinker who once again put the penetrating questions posed by existentialism on the agenda, but without the strive
for societal consensus and harmony.
Bauman (1989) stresses that social conformism triggers criminal behaviour. The Holocaust was a machinery in which people accepted social norms
unthinkingly. The disciplined soldiers, labourers and officials handed over
their moral responsibility to a higher authority. It is not a Jack of social
stability that is dangerous, hut the objective to overcome insecurity. And
this formula is also instructive today, because our consumer society is again
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obsessed with safety. The fear and anger that result from insecurity, are
framed as problems of law and order (see Bauman's essay `The Strangers
of Consumer Era' (1995)).
In short, Bauman offers a revised existentialism, a morality of `responsibility for' that must live with the insecurity of post-modern ambivalence
and multiplicity. His work offers some points of departure for a European
criminology that diametrically oppose the foolhardy positivism and determinism of Lombroso and the views on `incurable criminals' within the
Défence sociale nouvelle. At the same time its scepticism overcomes the
utopian dreams of radical criminology ('building a just society free of
coercion') and holds the door wide open for European diversities and
singularities.
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HENRIK THAM

THE NEED FOR A EUROPEAN CRIMINOLOGY?

The question as to whether there is a need to emphasise a European criminology as a separate and special category, should partly be reformulated
as to whether there is a need for a special category relative to North American and especially US criminology. The answer is then yes and two different but interrelated reasons could be given for that answer.
Firstly, in a contextual and historical analysis of crime and punishment
Europe is different from North America. The continents differ as to national and ethnic composition, welfare regimes, political systems, conflicts
and cultural traditions. Even though there are, of course, large similarities, European criminology has been too reliant on theories and descriptions that have been uncritically imported from the US.
Secondly, it is most important at present that Europe does not become
influenced by the US in the field of penal policy, with its zero tolerance,
its tenfold prison population, its boot camps, its prisoners in irons and its
death penalty. Too often politicians and journalists and even criminologists look to the US for solutions to `the crime problem'. It is especially
important in a politically enlarged Europe to set the penai standards according to West European and not US norms. The case of the Russian prisons and number of prisoners is a central issue here. Another case is the
death penalty which some of the former communist states were quick to
abolish in order to demonstrate their European belonging. The principles
and rules of the Council of Europe constitute here a common value ground
for the European states.
All this goes without saying that European criminology owes much to
US criminology, both in theory construction and in empirical research. A
pledge for a strengthening of European criminology is not to advocate isolation in relation to North America or to other non-European countries. A
more self-confident European criminology should be aware of the risk of
a criminological Festung Europa.
Some more positive reasons can also be given as to why a European
criminology holds out the promise of fertile and politically relevant research. The case for comparative research is one example. A prerequisite
for such research is a large enough number of units that differ but at the
same time do not differ too much. The units compared must be similar in
some respects or it will not be possible to isolate the variables that account
for the differences in crime and control.
0 European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 9: 345-347, 2001.
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Europe seems within its borders to contain both enough similarity as
well as variance that could be exploited in comparisons. An example would
be the clearly similar development of crime in different (West) European
countries which can be contrasted to the partly different developments of
penal policy, especially prison populations. Another example could be the
varying drug policies in different European countries that at least in principle allows for comparisons. Such comparisons would be more difficult
in the USA which although large and with many different states, is mainly
dominated by one model for drug control.
Each European country also has its own contribution to comparative
research. Some possible areas for Scandinavian criminology would be
criminal statistics, alcohol and crime, and the relationship of crime and
control to the welfare state. With a long tradition of official criminal statistics a large amount of research for descriptive, evaluative and theoretical purposes has been produced. Nordic criminal statistics have also been
a quite early example of comparative research now being followed by attempts at European comparisons within the Council of Europe. Not least
have historical time series been used for testing theories and hypotheses
in the Nordic countries. This stress on history in criminology is central to
Scandinavian criminology in general. And this is possibly an important
trait typical for European criminology compared to that of America.
The Scandinavian countries have a long tradition of research on alcohol. The background is the temperance movement that was particularly
strong in the northern countries in the `vodka belt' and the official restrictive alcohol policies. The relationship between violence and total alcohol
consumption has effectively been demonstrated in Scandinavian criminology. Together with other types of alcohol studies this Scandinavian tradition could possibly inspire research in other European countries.
The Scandinavian countries were long regarded as the welfare stater
par excellence. As such they have been ideologically much disputed in the
area of crime and crime control. With a changing historic situation and a
clear move towards the direction of a market society, the Scandinavian
countries possibly constitute a particularly good case for studying the effects of these changes. This includes effects on crime of reduction in public spending, of fear of crime, of cultural understandings of crime, and of
and the political use of crime and crime control.
The Scandinavian countries differ presently from other European countries in that they show relatively stable or even decreasing prison populations.
They were also first countries with strong prisoners' movements that had
a clear impact on politics. And this points to a possible distinctive mark
about small nations that can be an advantage. The Scandinavian countries
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are, as has been pointed out by the late Vilhelm Aubert, too smal] for social scientists to lead a life entirely based in universities and on academic
journals. Without denying the risks he or she is more or less forced to participate in and relate to political issues and ongoing debates in the country. The concerns of `ordinary people' also have to be the concerns of
academic criminology. This situation might have had a vitalising effect on
Scandinavian criminology. If so, it could also be a case as to why even small
European countries can make important contributions to criminology.
Department of Criminology
Stockholm University
SE-106 91 Stockholm
Sweden
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`CONTEXTUALISING' CRIMINOLOGY:
SOME BRIEF REFLECTIONS

North American, (Western) European, Australian and New Zealand societies do share essential commonalities. They are all culturally based on
Judeo-Christian traditions, organised according to a capitalist free market
economy, politically structured by electoral democratic rules, and have
achieved high general levels of education and wealth. A tendency to distinguish a European approach to criminology might therefore be surprising. This tendency has been increasingly visible, among others, through
the publication of two explicitly Europeanjournals on criminological topics,' and seems to take a new step in the current establishing of the European Society of Criminology.
The question is, however, if there would be an identifiable European
identity in the criminological field. At first light, it does not seem evident
that the European situation is really typical. From the criminological standpoint, Canada, Australia and New Zealand are not so different from Europe. Crime rates are comparable, and crime policies are based on a mixture
of social welfare and repressive measures. In the `Westernised' world, it
is the USA that appears as an exception, rather than Europe. Logically, it
would make more lense to distinguish a `typical American' criminology
as a special branch within the global criminology. Sociologically however,
and despite the European roots of criminology, American criminology has
often been considered as `the' criminology, of which applications in other
countries were presented as derivations or even imitations. Especially since
the Second World War, the sociologica) and systematic empirical approach
to crime predominated in the United States, and grounded the gradual
prevalence ofAmerican criminology all over the world. The current emergence of a European awareness in criminology may be a consequence of
a stronger positioning of criminology as an empirical social science in
Europe. It seems at the same time, however, also to be part of a more global emancipation movement away from the American dominance.
European criminologists have increasingly become aware that importing American theories, empirical results and policy options too simplisti-

'This European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research, and the European Journal
of Crime, Criminal Law and Criminal Justice, both appearing since 1992.

'
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cally, is a handicap in the scientific undertaking of understanding the crime
problems as they are posed here. The differences in the criminological field
are in fact eye catching. In the United States of America:
- crime rates, especially with regard to violence, are higher;
- there are obviously different options with regard to gun control, prevention and the like;
- policy on crime is much more repressive, as it appears through incarceration rates, death penalties, waivers ofjuveniles to adult courts, etcetera;
- commercial mediatisation of crime and crime policy seems to have a
larger impact on policies than in Europe, which makes the live between
democracy and populism often very thin, or even non-existent;
- the societal context is less supportive for people with social problems,
as is obvious in the Jack of social supplies, the privatisation of medicine, the low support for public education, etcetera;
- the ethnic composition of the population is different, and the relationship between the ethnic groups seems to be more openly distinctive;
- the general culture seems to be more uniquely oriented on material profits, and less influenced by social ethical considerations.
This list has no ambition towards completeness or explanation, but makes
it clear that the problems that European criminologists are confronted with,
and the social context they are working in, differ fundamentally from those
of their American colleagues. While football hooliganism or school bullying are central topics for European youth criminologists, lethal violence
through shootings is the major concern for Americans; when crime problems are so severe, one might resort to defensive social reactions in view
of achieving short term results, through incapacitation for example; when
the public welfare sector is underdeveloped, it is difficult to involve it in
prevention programmes; whenjudges are directly elected, it is difficult for
them to resist populist outcries in the powerful media.
Another major difference between European criminologists and their
American counterparts exists in their relations with policy makers. More
than Americans, many European criminologists have direct contacts with
ministers or their cabinet members and with top administrators in the field
of justice, police, prevention, and/or treatment. These contacts are established through research projects ordered by the authorities, participation
in commissions, specialised training programmes and other occasional or
regular meetings. One of the reasons for this is probably the reduced size
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of the European countries, which makes it easier to have direct access to
the top level.'
These direct links between policymakers and criminologists have consequences. European criminologists are often involved in policy problems
which need immediate solutions. It enhances the practical impact of their
work, but it also tends to focus their activities on short term, pragmatic
questions, to the detriment of more fundamental work in developing theories and knowledge based on the longer term. Despite tensions and mutual criticisms, European policy makers and criminologists seem to keep
each other in a sort of balance: close relationships seem to have some 'domesticating' impact on criminology, in that it is kept within the frame of
`usefulness', as it is defined (and paid) by the authorities, but at the same
time, the impact of criminology seems to prevent policy mostly from deteriorating into populist exclusionary excesses. In the United States, the
distance is greater, which results in more independent research with sometimes higher scientific value, but also with lower impact on policy, leaving space for an escalation in populist punitiveness.
Is there a need for European criminology? As a social science focussing
on specific social problems, criminology must be `contextualised' by considering the specific problems and options as they are typical for the social context in which it operates. This is true for criminology in Europe,
as it is in all regions of the world. Whether this will give grounds for a
typical European approach to criminology is still to be seen. Diversity
in European countries and in scientific traditions seems to be greater
among European countries, than it is within the United States let alone
remembering the peculiar scientific traditions in the French influence
sphere, or the awkward social situations in several Eastern European
countries.
However, criminological science in Europe is impeded if its problem
formulations and theoretical interpretations depart from the American
societal context which is only partly relevant in European countries. More
importantly still, European policy options may not be reduced to variations on the American themes. European countries so far have developed
more balanced crime policies, based on socio-ethical reflections, considering the socio-economic and social welfare foundations of crime problems,
and understanding better the counter productive effects of the one-sidedly
repressive responses to crime.
ZOne must fear that the centralisation of crime policies in the European Union might
in the future throw up bureaucratie obstacles which would bring us closer to the American situation.
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Contextualised criminology in Europe must preserve the socio-ethical
and social foundations of exploring crime and crime policy, but continue
with taking the strong points of American criminology as a reference: its
independent position which allows long term and more fundamental scientific work, and its tradition of good and systematic empirical research.
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B-3000 Leuven
Belgium
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Criminal justice and globalization at the new millennium. Social Justice, 27(2), pp.
1-290, 2000.
This special millennium issue of Social Justice focuses on criminal justice under neoliberal globalisation, the guiding political economy of the new millennium. Neo-liberalism has great impact on criminal justice everywhere because this free-market doctrine
precludes the need for any programme of social justice. In different sections (new struggles for visibility and social justice; policing the contradictions; penal exclusion of the
surplus population; and theoretical advances, political reactions and policy regressions)
attention is paid to countries and developments all over the world. The final article in this
issue considers the progress made in formulating a new liberation theory of criminal justice. Stuart Henry and Dragan Milovanovic's article on `constitutive criminology' reviews
its origins and concepts, meets its critics, and assesses the success they believe it has had in
helping to liberate thinking and in combating structuren and mentalities of domination.

For a green criminology. Theoretical Criminology, 2(2), pp. 147-279, 1998.
This first special issue of Theoretical Criminology introduces the notion of a new `green
field' of study for criminology and the articles collected here illustrate the stimulating
directions for theoretical development offered by a green perspective. The articles in this
special issue were invited from authors who represent a variety of backgrounds, intellectual interests and political commitments. Reflecting both a green spirit of plurality and
also the reality of the multidisciplinary character of the environmental and animal protection community movements, some of the contributors write from within criminology,
while others are `visitors' from the fields of ecofeminism and the social philosophy of
rights and justice. The authors are concerned with the destructive effects of human activities on local and global ecosystems. In addressing these harms, they are compelled to
confront difficult questions of rights, justice, victimisation and criminality.
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Kriminologisches Journal: 30 Jahre danach. Kriminologisches Journal, 30(1), pp. 279, 1998.
This issue of the Kriminologisches Journal celebrates its thirtieth anniversary. The articles in this issue trace the history of the journal, and the critical perspectives that started
it in the first place. That there is stils room for development, both of the old and new
criminological theories, is demonstrated in Stephan Quensel's article, where critical
criminology in Germany is taken as an example for the discourne. There is also room for
more personal oriented articles, and a reconstruction of the thematic profile of the AJK
(Arbeitskreis Jumger Kriminologen) and the Kriminologisches Journal over the last 30
years, based on an empirical analysis of themes in the journal.

Lippens, R., Alternatives to what kind of suffering? Towards a border-crossing criminology. Theoretical Criminology, 2(3), pp. 311-343, 1998.
In this article, the quest for imagination is developed as an answer to the question: `On
what kind of suftering should critical criminologies/ists be concentrating their attention?'
Looking for answers to that question, the paper explores the broad contours of our contemporary era, which is read as a `hypermodern' zone of strategised ambivalence, or
ambivalent strategies. One way of doing so, as is argued here, is in and through a discursive praxis of `border-crossing', during which critical criminologists will find a renewed
common ground only (paradoxically) while dissolving or evaporating into radical democratic politics.

Neapolitan, J.L., Cross-National Crime: A Research Review and Sourcebook. Westport:
Greenwood, 1997.
The purpose of this book is to stimulate and facilitate cross-national research on crime.
Such research is necessary to avoid the insular and ethnocentric focus which dominates
most crime research and public discourse. Given the large differences in amounts and
types of crimes among nations, research among nations on national attributen associated
with crime variations should contribute greatly to our understanding of the causes of crime.
The author describes the different types of cross-national crime data available as well as
the sources from which the data can be obtained, including issues surrounding the quality of official and unofficial - victimisation and self-report - crime data. He also provides a critical review of the major theories advanced to explain variation in crimes across
nations and over time, and specifically discusses past cross-national research on violent
crime, property crime and other crime. Various methodological approaches and issues in
analysing cross-national crime data are presented, while the appendices contain data
sources and organisations and useful contacts in cross-national research.

Radzinowicz, L., Adventures in Criminology. London/New York: Routledge, 1999.
This bonk describes Sir Leon Radzinowicz's long, distinguished and varied career. Beginning with his studies under Enrico Ferri at the famous Italian school of positivist criminology, it traces in a unique way developments in criminological thought and penal
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practices in the countries in which he taught and carried out research during the inter-war
years (Switzerland, Belgium and his native Poland). Shortly before the Second World
War he came to England to study the penai system. In 1959 he became the first professor
of criminology and the first director of the Institute of Criminology in Cambridge. This
book closes with two chapters which reflect on the current state of criminal justice and
the prospects for criminology.

Schneider, H.J., Comparative criminology; purposes, methods and research findings.
EuroCriminology, 13, pp. 5-23, 1999.
The importance of comparative criminology is likely to increase as European unification
advances and as the nations of the world become more and more interlinked. Comparative criminology regards crime, the investigation into its causes and its control as elements in a society, and compares both them and the different societies. The author discusses
the concept and purposes, the methods and selected research findings from various comparative research projects, e.g. the UN World Crime Surveys, victim surveys, and comparisons between prison populations. He also pays special attention to crime in developing
countries, developed industrial countries with a low crime rate (such as Switzerland and
Japan) and the `criminology of liberation' in Latin America.

Taylor, L, Criminology post-Maastricht. Crime, Law and Social Change, 30(4), pp. 333346, 1998/1999.
The objectives in this paper are to try and identify the range of challenges that now confront critical criminologists who work in, and are attentive to, the `new Europe' whose
construction was so clearly signalled by the Maastricht Treaty of 1993. The author concentrates en two issues, firstly, the challenge of situating the work of criminology in relation to the process of political union (and enlargement) of the European Union, and
secondly, the articulation of an agenda of work for critical criminology, that derives from
an understanding of this broader context.

Van Swaaningen, R., Critical criminology on the European continent: Its history, rise,
fall and resurrection. European Journal of Crime, Criminal Law and Criminal Justice,
6(1), pp. 41-54, 1998.
This article traces the history of critical criminology in Europe, while not disregarding
American developments. First the question `What is critical criminology?' is answered,
and then the development of critical criminology in Europe is discuseed from the precursors and the intellectual tradition, through the tougher successor of interactionist
criminology, impulses from political economics to structuralist elaborations of control
and strain theory. Other factors, such as legal theoretical impulses, penal reform and
criminal justice politics, social psychology and critical criminology are also taken into
account. After that, the author expands en crises in critical criminology and the critical
perspectives in the 1980s and 1990s: left realism, feminist criminology, from structuralism to postmodernism. The last question posed is the necessity of critical criminology in the late 1990s.
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Vingtième anniversaire de Déviance et Société. Déviance et Société, 21(1), pp. 3-95, 1997.
This special issue is devoted to the twenty-year anniversary of Déviance et Société. Various articles place the journal in the context of European criminology. Laurent Mucchielli
conducted a study of the network of Déviance et Société in the first 10 years (in 23(1),
1999 the next 10 years are reported). The article by Paul Ekblom reflects the point of
view of an English professional user of this journal, both from a practical and from a
theoretical point of view. René van Swaaningen places the journal in the development of
critical criminology in Europe, although the link with the critical debate was lost for some
time. Dan Kaminski and Yves Cartuyvels present two evaluations, the evolution of the
distribution of contributions and of the authors, and the fidelity of the journal to the initial editorial aims. Two periods can be distinguished, where the first (1977-1983) presents
a constructivist and conflictual theorisation, the second (1983-1995) is characterised by
a more empirical interest and pragmatical deviation.

Walklate, S., Understanding Criminology: Current Theoretical Debates. Buckingham:
Open University Press, 1997.
Walklate provides a glimpse of a self-reflective and critical discipline. The book - not
merely presented as a criminological textbook, but one in the new `crime and justice series'
- covers British literature on criminology almost exclusively, relegating American accounts to that of a few `great men'. It is unique in the volume of its attention to gender
(chapter 5), and in its account of victims (chapter 7) and the relatively new area of risk
(chapter 8). Reflecting its European, and particularly British bias, it bypasses many early
criminological ideas in favour of concentrating on the debates between left and right idealists and realists. Criminology, in Walklate's version, hinges upon questions of policy
and practice. In the final chapter `Conclusion: new directions for criminology?' readers are
urged to consider the relationship between different forms of criminological knowledge.
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Altpost 10 years ago the European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research was launched.
Its aims and scope were directed at creating a European platform for criminologists. More
specifically the editors opted for an orientation on policy matters. Research reports,
theoretical essays and deliberations on criminal justice policy were published on specific
topics which were of great interest for policymakers. It seems that this editorial policy
contributed to an emerging European criminological consciousness. This specific issue is
published on the occasion of the first conference of the European Society of Criminology.
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